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Overview
The SimplyCast Blueprints module allows users to manage information
regarding assets pertaining to an ongoing event or incident. Acting as a
relational database system, Blueprint entities are used as templates to
create records that can appear on SimplyCast’s Map interface or be
used separately. Users can look at the Map application and see the
information they need to know at a glance.
With Blueprints, it is essential to plan out your actions beforehand in
order to maximize your success and make sure you are being efficient
with the system. It is also necessary to have prior knowledge of the
attributes that go into creating an entity to be sure the records you create using it contain all
the information managers need to know during an event.
The Map application can also be used to target a geographical area to send alerts and other
communications. The Map can be overlaid with information from the common operating
picture, such as the location of any personnel in the field or the sites of all health centers and
other critical infrastructure. Information about the status of each facility can be added to the
Map as well and it will continue to update automatically as soon as new information is
available.

Blueprints Dashboard
In order to create and manage your Blueprint entities in the SimplyCast platform, first you will
need to go to the Blueprints Dashboard. Blueprints can be found in the top bar in the
Applications dropdown menu. From here, you will be brought to the main Dashboard where
you are able to create a new entity, edit entities, add records, create and manage dropdowns,
change the pictorial icons for any of your entities, and create reports.
From the Blueprints Dashboard, you are
able to:

Create a New Entity
To create a new Blueprint entity, there is a
green Create Entity button at the top of the
Blueprints Dashboard on the left-hand side in the Blueprints tab.
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Clicking this button will direct you to the setup page where you can name the new entity and
add any required fields. Refer to the Create a New Blueprint Entity section to learn how to create
and set up your entity.

View the List of Entities
Below the Create Entity button, you will see a list of all the blueprint entities created, with the
most recent appearing at the top. If there are no entities listed, this means none have been
created.
You will be able to see the following information for each entity listed:
•
•
•
•

Entity Name: The name the creator gave the entity
Description: A brief definition of what the entity represents (if available)
Created On: The date and time the entity was created
Last Modified: The date and time the entity was last modified

Navigate Multiple Pages of Blueprint Entities
Your entities will appear in a list below the green Create Entity button on the Entities page.
To navigate through pages of entities:
•
•

•

Look to the bottom of your screen to find the page numbers.
Click either the page number to visit to proceed to another page of entities or click the Next
button to take you to the next page of entities. Or, enter the page number in the
field located to the right of the Next button and click Go to proceed directly to that page.
Choose how many entities to display at a time by clicking the “Showing…” link to the right of
the number of displayed entities.

Search for Blueprint Entities
To search for a particular entity:
•

Select the search box in the top right-hand corner of the page next to the gray Filter button.
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•
•

Type in the text you would like the system to search for.
The list of entities will automatically filter to match the text.

Filter Blueprint Entities
You can filter entities based on their status, owner, and the dates they were created or last
modified.
To filter your blueprints:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Find the gray Filter button at the top right-hand side of
your screen in the Dashboard, beside the search bar.
Click the Filter button and a menu will appear with
a dropdown menu with options to filter entities by
status, owner, or the dates the entity was created or
modified on.
If you choose to filter your entities by status, a
dropdown menu will appear to choose to view only
entities that have been published, deleted, or all
entities.
If you choose to filter entities by owner, a dropdown will
appear to choose to view entities owned by you or any other users in your account network.
You can also filter entities by the date they were created or last modified. For each of these
options there are Click to Set Date fields. Click either box and another dropdown menu will
show up with two fields labeled Date and Time to manually insert the date and time to filter
entities by.
Below these fields there is a calendar you can use to choose the dates to filter from.
Click the blue Apply button to implement the filter or click Clear if you do not wish to filter
your entities, closing the dropdown.

[Note: The normally gray Filter button will appear green when a filter has been applied to your
entities. To remove the filter, click the Filter button again and select Clear to remove all filters
from your entities.]

Create a New Blueprint Entity
On the main Blueprints Dashboard, click the green Create Entity button and you will be directed
to the Create New Entity page where you can create a new entity to be used as a template for
creating specific records or "instances" within the blueprint (e.g. inputting specific hospitals or
clinics into the Healthcare Facilities blueprint entity - for tracking and management purposes).
On this page you can:
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Add a Name and Description
At the top of the Create New Entity page, there are
two initial fields where you can give your new entity a
name and a description. The Name field is mandatory
to fill out, however the Description field is
optional. Type your desired text into these textboxes.

Choose a Default Icon
Blueprint entity icons help distinguish entities from
each other and are used in the Map application view
to illustrate the locations of records associated with
the specific entity.
To choose the default icon for the new entity:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Locate the icon image found at the top left of the
Create New Entity page and click on the image to
bring out a sidebar from the right-hand side of the
screen.
The first section in the sidebar allows you to
choose the shape of the icon. The available
shapes are circle, square, diamond, or no shape.
Next, choose the color for the icon background in
the Shape Color field. Click the color dropdown
menu in this field and a color selector will appear
where you can choose your desired color from the
pre-set swatches on the left or use the right side
to manually select a color. You will see a preview appear at the top of the Edit Icon sidebar.
Click the gray Choose button to set the background color for the icon.
In the Icon Color field below the Shape Color field, you are able to repeat the color selection
process for the icon image.
The Icon Library dropdown field allows you to select the collection of icon images to search
from. The only option available at this time is the Basic library.
Next, choose from one of the many icon categories available in the Category dropdown
menu. Icon categories group the available icons into groupings based on industry or theme
and selecting a category will display all the icon images pertaining to that specific category.
Once you have selected a category, choose your desired image for the default icon from
the selection of available images. Choosing an image will
update the preview of the default icon at the top of
the sidebar.
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•

Click the blue Select Icon button that appears at the bottom of the sidebar to save the
changes made to the default icon or click Cancel to close the sidebar without saving
your changes.

Share the Entity
Beneath the Description field on the top of the Create
New Entity page is a dropdown menu where you can
choose with whom this entity will be shared. Clicking
this dropdown menu will produce a list of the various
users, accounts, and account groups that you can share
the entity with. Refer to the Account Networks User
Guide for more information on each of these options.
When you choose a user, account, or group to share the entity with, it will be added to a section
below the dropdown field. You can choose how much access the “sharee” has by checking off
the various checkboxes that appear.
These checkboxes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Edit: The sharee will be able to modify the blueprint entity (add/remove/update fields).
Delete: The sharee will be able to delete the blueprint entity.
Share: The sharee will be able to further share the blueprint entity with other users,
accounts, or groups.
View All Records: The sharee will be able to view all the records created from this blueprint
entity.
Create Records: The sharee will be able to create new records using the blueprint entity.
Edit Records: The sharee will be able to modify any existing records that have been created
using the blueprint entity.
Delete Records: The sharee will be able to delete any existing records created using the
blueprint entity.
Share Records: The sharee will be able to share any records created using the blueprint
entity with other users, accounts, or groups.

Determine the appropriate amount of account to give the sharee by checking off one or more
boxes. Click the black “X” button to the right of the relevant section to stop sharing the entity
with a specific user, account, or group.
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Add a New Field
Blueprint entity fields are like rows in a database where collected information for that entity will
be stored. When creating a new entity, a Name field is automatically included, as it is
mandatory for every kind of entity.
By adding fields to an entity you are essentially creating the “template” that will be used when
adding new records or assets into the system. In creating new fields, you are adding new data
input storage options for specific blueprint records, such as a specific hospital in a Healthcare
Facilities blueprint entity. These fields allow you to add information about each record and have
the information stored according to the data type selected.
To add a new field to your entity:
•
•

•

Locate the green Add Field button found in the Fields section on the Create New Entity
page.
Clicking this button will open a sidebar to the right of your screen. There are two fields in
the sidebar - the first one being the Name field where you must provide a name for the new
field.
The second box requires you to select a data type for the new field. Select your chosen data
type from the dropdown menu provided.

Data Types
Data Types are storage classifications for the information being input into entity fields. Defining
data types is important because a field’s data type tells the system how to store the information
provided within the field.
Once you choose a data type for a field, you are not able to change it after the entity is created.
This is to make sure stored data does not get stored incorrectly.
To choose your data type, click the dropdown menu.
There are 15 different data type options to choose from:
•
•

Capacity: This option tells the system the data collected and stored by this field
is associated with the numbers of things a record of that entity possesses.
Date and Time: This option tells the system the data collected and stored by this field is
temporal, associated with a moment in time.
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•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dropdown: This option tells the system the data collected
and stored by this field is associated with a specific
dropdown menu created in the Dropdowns section of the
Blueprints application. Refer to the Dropdowns section for
more information.
Dropdown Multi-Select: This option tells the system the
data collected and stored by this field is associated with a
specific dropdown menu created in the Dropdowns section
of the Blueprints application. This field differs from the
previous Dropdown option in that multiple options in this
menu may be selected at one time.
Email Address: This option tells the system the data
collected and stored by this field is an email address.
Location (Lat, Long): This option tells the system the data
collected and stored by this field is a set of latitude and
longitude coordinates and can be shown on the Map.
Long Text (256 characters or more): This option tells the
system the data collected and stored by this field
requires more storage space as it is composed of a longer
set of characters, whether letters, numbers, or both.
Map Region: This option tells the system the data collected
and stored by this field is a specific area created on the SimplyCast Map interface.
Number (Integer): This option tells the system the data collected and stored by this field
will be in the form of a whole number without decimals.
Number (Decimal): This option tells the system the data collected and stored by this field
will be in the form of either a whole number or a decimal.
Phone Number: This option tells the system the data collected and stored by this field is a
phone number.
Related Entity: This option tells the system this entity is related to another one that has
been created.
Text: This option tells the system the data collected and stored by this field is comprised of
a set of characters whether it’s letters, numbers, or both.
Yes or No (Boolean): This option tells the system the data collected and stored by this field
will be one of only two possible choices: yes or no.

[Note: In order for an entity to be viewable on the Map interface, it must have a Location or
Map Region field. An entity may not have both a Location and Map Region data type, as a
record cannot be both a specific address and an area of land. More information about the
Map will be provided in the Map section of this guide.]

Attributes
While a field’s data type refers to how the information collected by that field is to be stored, an
attribute determines the properties of the field in question: what information it is collecting.
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After choosing your data type in the Add Field sidebar, you will then have to choose an attribute
for your field.
[Note: All data types except for Location (Lat, Long), Map
Region, and Related Entity have an Attribute field appear
in the sidebar once they are selected. If an attribute is
selected for a field, when a record of this entity is
displayed on the Map, the information will be available
when a user hovers over the record’s icon/area. Refer to
the Maps section for more information.]
For these data types, there are four different types of attributes to choose from:
•
•
•
•

(No Value): This option means no attribute will be assigned to the field.
Address: This option means the field will be collecting the location of entity records via
street name and postal/ZIP code.
Description: This option tells the system the field will be collecting longer text inputs.
Status: This option means the field will be collecting information as to the status of an
entity, whether it is operational or in various forms of degradation.

Other Field Options
Depending on the data type chosen for your new entity field, other options will appear in the
Add Field sidebar to configure.
There are eight possible other fields:
•

Required for Submit: This option is available with all data
types except for Yes or No (Boolean) and is a checkbox to click
if you would like the user creating a record using this entity to
be required to provide information in this field before the
record can be created.
• Indexed for Searching: This option is available with the
Date and Time, Dropdown, Email Address, Number (Integer), Number (Decimal), and Text
data types and is a checkmark to click if you would like the information gathered by this
field for any record made from this entity to be searchable.
• Select Dropdown: This option is available with
the Dropdown and Dropdown Multi-Select data
types and is a dropdown menu you can use to
select which dropdown menu created in the
Dropdowns section of the Blueprints application to associate with this entity.
> You can also create a new dropdown menu on the fly by selection the Create New
Dropdown option. Choosing to create a new dropdown menu will open a new sidebar
from the right of the screen where you can enter a dropdown name and create the
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available options by clicking the green Add Option button for each new option. Delete
options by clicking the “X” beside the option you wish to delete. Click the blue Save
button when you have finished creating your new dropdown menu to return to the field
creation sidebar or click Cancel to return without creating a new dropdown menu.
• Default Value: This option is available with all data type options and is where you can
choose a default value that will appear in the new field that record creators can modify if
needed. This option appears differently depending on the data type selected:
> Capacity: Input the default Current and Total
values for each new record.
> Date and Time: Select a default date and time
for each new record from the calendar
dropdown menu.
> Dropdown/Dropdown Multi-Select: Select a default value from the chosen dropdown
menu for each new record.
> Email Address: Input a default email address for each new record.
> Location (Lat, Long): Select a set of default latitude and longitude coordinates for each
new record. If you do not know the
coordinates off-hand, use the blue magnifying
glass button to search the coordinates by
address.
> Long Text: Enter some default field text for each new record.
> Map Region: Select a default outline and fill color
for a new region record by entering a Hex value or
choosing a color from the color selector appearing
when you click the color box. Reset to the default
color by clicking the Reset to Default button next to
either option. Choose a default opacity for a new
region record by moving the slider in this field.
> Number (Integer and Decimal): Enter a default
number value that will appear for each new record.
> Phone Number: Input a default phone number for
each new record.
> Related Entity: Select a default record from a related entity to associate with each new
record by choosing an available entity from the dropdown menu (options will only
appear in this field once a related entity has been chosen in the appropriate field).
> Yes or No (Boolean): Choose whether the default value for a new record will be either
Yes or No by checking off the checkbox or leaving it unchecked.
• Minimum Value/Length: The Minimum Value option is available with the Number (Integer)
and Number (Decimal) data types and the Minimum
Length is available with the Text data type. These
options ask you to enter the smallest number/number
of characters that must be inputted into this field when
creating a record.
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•

•

•

Maximum Value/Length: The Maximum Value option is available with the Number
(Integer) and Number (Decimal) data types and the
Maximum Length is available with the Text data type.
These options ask you to enter the largest number/
number of characters that must be inputted into this field
when creating a record.
Sending Method: This option is available for the Email
Address and Phone Number data types, and indicates the entity is able to receive messages
from the Alerts, Live Survey and Recall applications (refer to the respective user guides for
more information). For the Email Address data type, select Email from the dropdown menu
(or any other email fields added to the CRM as custom columns). For the Phone Number
data type, select the phone number method the entity will be able to receive messages to
from the dropdown menu. The default options are Phone (Voice), Mobile (SMS), and Fax,
though any other phone options that were added to the CRM will also appear.
Related Entity: This option is available with the
Related Entity data type and is a dropdown menu
where you can select a created entity to be associated
with the new entity.

[Note: Related entities are a way to associate two records that may not be part of the same
entity but may have dependencies on each other. For example, say you had a health center
entity and a fire department entity. A number of hospital records created as part of the health
center entity may be directly impacted if a specific fire department loses service capabilities. By
having this fire department as a related entity to these hospitals you can be sure to see at a
glance when these hospitals are potentially vulnerable due to the fire station’s operational
issues.]
•

•

Allowed Character Set: This option is available with
the Text data type and is a dropdown menu that allows you
to choose what kinds of characters are allowed in the
field. The three options to choose from are: Alphabetic (a-z),
Alphanumeric (a-z and 0-9), and Numeric (0-9).
Regular Expression: This option is available with the
Text data type and is a textbox where you can type out
a regular expression you would like to associate with
the entity field.

[Note: A regular expression is a special text string for
describing a specific search pattern.]
•

Merge Tags: This option is available with all data type options and allows a user to
associate a merge tag with the new entity field that can be used to set up notifications that
can be sent automatically whenever the information stored in this field is modified in some
way. Refer to the Access Blueprint Triggers section for more information. Type out the name
of the merge tag you want to associate with this field and click the green “+” button to save
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the tag and add it to the section below the button. Remove any associated merge tags by
clicking the black “X” button beside the merge tag you want to remove.
[Note: Merge tags are essentially placeholder text that will pull the relevant field information
for a record upon sending of a notification. Refer to the Create a New Trigger section for more
information about setting up notifications.]
Once you have chosen the name and data type for your new field and configured any attributes
or other fields required in the sidebar, click the green Add Field button at the bottom of the
sidebar to add the field to the entity. Or, if you do not wish to add the field to the entity, click
the gray Cancel button to close the sidebar without saving the field settings.
The new field will appear in the table below the green Add Field button on the Blueprints Setup
page. This table will have three columns of information in it: the field’s name, data type, and
attribute, if available.
You can continue to add as many fields as needed for the entity.

Edit/Remove a Field
To edit the content of one of the fields in the table
on the Create New Entity page:
•

•

Look to the left-hand side of any entity field name
in the list in the bottom section of the Create New
Entity page to find a checkbox. Clicking the
checkbox will cause two buttons to appear beside
the green Add Field button, one being a blue Edit
Field button.
Clicking the Edit button will produce a sidebar where you can edit the options for the entity
field.

[Note: You can also click on the name of the field in the Name column to produce the sidebar.]
•

Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to save your
changes or click Cancel to close the sidebar without saving any
changes.
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To remove a field from an entity:
•

•

Look to the left-hand side of any entity field name in the list in the bottom section of the
setup page where you will see a checkbox. Clicking the checkbox will cause additional
buttons to appear beside the green Add Field button, one being a red Remove Field button.
Click the Remove Field button to delete the field. If desired, you can also select multiple
fields and delete them in the same manner.

[Note: You are not able to delete the Name field as this field is required for all entities.]
Once you are satisfied with all your fields and settings, click the
green Create Entity button to save your entity.

Entities and Records
Once you have created a blueprint entity, you can return to the Blueprints Dashboard to take
other actions regarding existing entities and records.
Existing entities refer to the blueprint entities that have already been created. They will now
appear on the main Blueprints Dashboard and are ready for you to edit, adjust, or add to
(depending on your permission level). The purpose of entities is to provide a template for
creating new records. Essentially a record is a row in your database that follows the format of
your entity. For example, you could create an entity for health centers that includes location,
status, and capacity fields. You could then add a record for every hospital or clinic in your
jurisdiction by filling out the (entity) template, so you have the information ready to view at a
glance.
For each entity in the list of created entities, there are several actions you can take depending
on your permission level.
Available actions are:

View Data
This option allows you to view existing record data and add/edit/delete records.
To access the View Data option:
•

Locate the blue View Data Button found on the right-hand side of your screen across from
an entity and click it.
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•

Clicking this button for any of the entities listed will direct you to a page with a list of all the
records created using the entity and the attributes provided to them (these will vary
depending on the entity). If there are no records listed, this means none have yet been
created.

Create a New Record
From the View Data page, you can create new records for this entity.
To create a single record:
•
•

•

Click the green Create Record button at the top of the list of
records.
A sidebar will appear to the right-hand side of your screen
where you can fill out the entity field information related to
your new record.
Click the green Create button at the bottom of the sidebar to
save your new record, or the Cancel button to close the
sidebar without saving your new record.

One of the fields in the Create Record sidebar is a Share
checkbox that you can click if you want to share the new record
with any users, accounts, or account groups once it has been
created. Upon clicking Create, a new sidebar will open where you
can choose with whom to share the new record by selecting a
user, account, or account group from the dropdown menu. Refer to the Share Records section
for more information.
To create multiple new records at once:
•

Click the arrow on the right side of the green Create New
Record button at the top of the list of records and choose the
Bulk Import from File option that appears.
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•

•

•

Upon arriving at the Data Upload page, click the blue Choose File button and select the file
you would like to upload from your device (acceptable formats include CSV, TXT, XLS, and
XLSX).
When you have selected a file, click
the black Next button at the
bottom right of the screen to be
directed to the Map Fields page.
Here, you can match the information columns in the selected file with fields in the blueprint
entity.
For each of the columns in the uploaded file, you will
see a dropdown menu below the column name as it
appears in the file. If a column in the uploaded
document matches a field within the entity, they will
automatically map. If there is no match, the value for
the dropdown menu will be “Will not be uploaded.” Click
the dropdown for each information column to reveal a
list of all available fields in the blueprint entity and
select the appropriate field in which to store that column’s information.

[Note: You cannot proceed with the data upload without mapping at least one column to the
Name field.]
•

•
•

•

Share the uploaded data by clicking the blue Share
Uploaded Records button at the top right of the screen
and a sidebar will appear. Choose to share the uploaded
records with any users, accounts, or account groups in your account network from the
dropdown menu in this sidebar. A new section will appear below the field once you’ve made
a selection, containing three checkboxes. Refer to the Share Records section for more
information about the sharing options.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to save the sharing settings.
Once you have all columns mapped as desired, click the black Next button at the
bottom of the screen to proceed to the upload page where you can monitor the
upload process. Once the upload of the data
is complete, you will be able to view the data by clicking
the link in the completion message. This will re-direct
you to the View Data section of the Blueprints
application.
Or, click the black Complete button at the bottom of the screen to be taken
to the View Data section of the application.
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Navigate Multiple Record Pages
To navigate through multiple pages of entity records:
•
•

•

At the bottom of the screen there are page numbers.
Click either a page number to visit to proceed to that page of records or click the
Next button, to take you to the next page. Or, enter the page number in the field located to
the right of the Next button and click Go to proceed directly to that page.
Choose how many records to display at a time by clicking on the “Showing…” link located
to the right of the number of displayed records.

View and Edit Entity Records
To view and sort your records:
•

•

Sort your records by
clicking on the title of
any column in the list
of records. The
records will be
sorted according to
the corresponding
column information.
If there is a Location
field given to the
record, clicking on
the blue button in
this column will
direct you to that location on the Map.

To edit the fields for any listed records:
•

•

Click on the contents of the Name
field for any of these records to open a sidebar where
you can edit the content of the fields for this record. You
can also bring up this sidebar by clicking the checkbox to
the left of each of the record names in the list. A blue
Edit Record button will appear next to the green Create
Record button found on top of the list of records.
Edit the record’s entity field information in the
corresponding sidebar that appears.
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•

Click the blue Save button at the
the record, or the Cancel button to
your changes.

bottom of the sidebar to save
close the sidebar without saving

Filter Records
To filter your list of records:
•
•

•

Click the gray Filter button at the top right of your screen next
to the search bar. A sidebar menu will appear with four fields.
In the first field, you can filter your records by owner (creator).
Choose to filter records by any user you can see in the
dropdown menu. This is not a mandatory filter option; if you do not choose an owner, the
filter will apply to all available records.
In the second field, choose the field name to filter your records by. Choose your desired
field by clicking the option in the dropdown.

[Note: If the blueprint entity has a related entity associated with it, you
will be able to see and select the available fields from that entity as well
as the fields from the current entity.]
•

•

•

•

In the third field, choose the comparison parameter to use when
filtering records. There are 18 various options in this dropdown: is, is
not, is equal to, is not equal to, is empty, is not empty, contains, does
not contain, greater than, less than, greater than or equal to, less
than or equal to, within the past, within the next, is any of, is none
of, starts with, or ends with. The availability of each of these options
depends on the entity field selected in the Field Name field.
In the fourth field (if available depending on the field name and
comparison parameter chosen), input
the value you wish the system to look
for when filtering records. Type your
desired value into this field.
Create additional filters for records by
clicking either the blue And or Or
button, to cause the system to show
records that meet the criteria of all
filters, or at least one of them,
depending on whether you selected
And or Or.
Click the blue Apply Filter button located at the bottom of the sidebar to filter your records
or click the Clear Filter or Close button to close the
sidebar without implementing the filter.
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Share Records
There are two ways you can share blueprint records with
other users, accounts, and account groups: when you are
creating or uploading one or more records, and from the
main View Data page with the list of all existing records.
When clicking the green Create Record button to add a
single record, there is an option in the Create Record sidebar
to share the record upon its creation. When you click the green
Create button to complete the creation of the record, the Share sidebar will appear. When
uploading new records in bulk, there is a blue Share Uploaded Records button that will produce
the same Share sidebar when clicked.
To share an existing record, click the gray Share icon that appears to the far right of the
record’s name in the table of records. The Share sidebar will appear.
When the Share sidebar is open, you are asked to choose with whom you want to share the
record(s) from the dropdown menu provided. When you choose a user, account, or group to
share the record with, it will be added to a section below the dropdown field. You can choose
how much access the “sharee” has by checking off the one or more of the checkboxes that
appear.
These checkboxes are:
•
•
•

Edit: The sharee will be able to modify
the blueprint record.
Delete: The sharee will be able to delete
the blueprint record.
Share: The sharee will be able to further
share the blueprint record with other
users, accounts, or groups.

Click the black “X” button to the right of the relevant section to stop sharing the entity with a
specific user, account, or group.
When you are satisfied, click the blue Save button at the bottom of the
Share sidebar to save your sharing settings, or click Cancel to close the
sidebar without sharing the record(s).
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Delete Records
To delete a record from the list of records on the View Data page:
•
•
•

•

•

Locate the gray trashcan icon across from the record you want to delete on the right
side of the table.
Clicking this icon will produce a pop-up window asking you to confirm the deletion of the
record.
Confirm the deletion by checking off the box in this
pop-up window and clicking the red Delete button to
delete the record. Or, click the gray Cancel button to
close the pop-up without deleting the record.
Delete multiple records at once by selecting the
records to delete by checking
off the boxes to the left of the
records’ names in the table.
A red Delete Records button will appear that will produce the same deletion pop-up window
where you must confirm the deletion of the records by checking off the box in the window
and clicking the red Delete button.

View an Entity
The next available option on the main
Blueprints Dashboard is the ability to view an
existing entity.
To view an entity and its corresponding fields:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Look to the right-hand side of the screen underneath the search
bar where you will see blue View Data buttons across from each
of the entities.
Clicking the downward-facing arrow next to the blue View Data
button will bring up a dropdown menu where the first option is
View Entity.
Click the View Entity button and you will be directed to the page
for that entity displaying all its information.
At the top of the page you will see the entity’s default icon as well as the description for the
entity if one was provided upon creation.
Below the first section, you will see a list of all the fields given to the entity. Beneath the field
name, you will see the Data Type and Attribute given to the field.
Clicking any of the field names will enlarge the field box to display a list of information
associated with the entity field.
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Share an Entity
The next option available from the dropdown menu on the main Blueprints
Dashboard is the ability to share an entity.
To share an entity:
•
•

•

Look to the right-hand side of the screen underneath the search bar
where you will see blue View Data buttons across from each of the entities.
Clicking the downward-facing arrow next to the blue View Data button will bring up a
dropdown menu where you will see the Share option (if you have permission to share the
entity).
Select this option to produce a sidebar from the right of your screen where you can choose
with whom to share the entity. Refer to the Share the Entity section above for more
information about the available sharing options.

Edit an Entity
The next available option you have back on the main Blueprints Dashboard is
the ability to edit an existing entity.
[Note: You are only able to edit an entity if you have the permission to do so. Refer to the
SimplyCast Account Networks User Guide for more information about permissions.]
To edit an entity:
•
•
•
•

Look to the right-hand side of your screen underneath the gray filter button where you will
see blue View Data buttons across from the each of the entities.
Click the downward-facing arrow to the right of the View Data button will make a dropdown
appear, where Edit Entity is one of up to five options.
Choosing this option will direct you to a page where you can edit the content of the entity.
At the top of this page are the Name and Description fields, which you can modify, as well
as the default icon for the entity which you can also edit. You can add, edit, remove,
or restore fields to the entity.

Add Entity Fields
To add a field to an entity:
•
•

Click the Add Field button under Fields on the Edit Entity page
Refer to the Add a New Field section to add a new field to an
entity
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Once complete, you will see the new field appear in the table of fields. The background of the
new field will appear green. This is to highlight the changes made. All changes need to be
approved in the Updates page. Refer to the View
Updates section to learn more.

Edit Entity Fields
To edit the fields for an entity:
•

•

Click the checkbox next to the entity field you wish to
edit and click the blue Edit Field button that appears. Or
click the entity name in the Name column to produce
this same pop-up.
Make any changes you require in the sidebar that
appears on the right and click the blue Save button to
add the changes to the field, or the Cancel button to
close the sidebar without making any changes.
[Note: When editing fields,
you cannot edit the Data Type field or
any fields associated with it. The Data Type field tells the system how to
store the information received from that field, so once you have chosen
the storing method for a field you cannot change it because it would
cause a risk of having collected information stored incorrectly - e.g. a
date in a number field.]

Once complete, you will see the background of the field appear blue, to
highlight a change was made. All changes need to be approved in the Updates page. Refer to
the View Updates section to learn more.

Delete an Entity Field
To delete an entity field:
•
•

Click the checkbox next to the entity field to edit and click the red Remove Field button that
appears.
You will see the removed field still in the table of fields, but the background of the field will
be red. This is to highlight the change made. All changes need to be approved in the
Updates page. Refer to the View Updates section to learn more.
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To restore a field to an entity:
•

•

Look to the left-hand side of any entity field name
with a red background in the list in the bottom
section of the page. You will see a checkbox and
clicking this checkbox will cause two buttons to
appear beside the green Add Field button, one
being a gray Restore Field button.
Clicking this button will restore the field and change the background back to white.

[Note: You can only restore a deleted field if the update to delete the field has not been applied
yet. You are only able to restore deleted fields that still appear on the entity page with a red
background.]

Save Changes
Once you’re satisfied with the changes made to the entity fields and clicked the blue
Save button:
•
•

•

A pop-up will appear asking you to review the
changes to your entity.
Click the blue “I Accept” button to confirm you
would like the changes to be applied to the entity or
click Cancel to close the pop-up window without
confirming the changes.
If you selected the I Accept button, you will be
directed to the Entity Updates page to confirm the
updates to the entity fields by checking off the
checkbox to the left of the update and clicking the
green Apply Update button that appears or click the
Cancel button to prevent the field from
being changed.

More information about entity updates is
provided in the View Updates section.

View Updates
Whenever any changes are made to an entity after it has already been created, these updates
are not automatically applied. SimplyCast has a multi-step confirmation process in place for
applying entity updates. This is because changes made to entities containing a large amount of
data can take a while to implement, which is not ideal - especially during an active event.
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Another reason for the multi-confirmation process is that should the update
contain a removal of an entity field, this could result in a major loss of data.
This is why updates must be reviewed in the Updates tab before being
committed.
To apply an update to an entity you have created, click on the arrow beside
View Data for the entity for which you wish to apply updates and choose
“View Updates.” You will see a list of all the pending updates organized in a
table on this page, with the ability to filter and view updates with different statuses.
[Note: The Entity Updates page is also accessible immediately after clicking the “I Accept”
button to save changes made to an entity. You will automatically be redirected to this page for
that specific entity.]

For each update, you will see five columns of information in the table:
•
•
•
•
•

Entity: The name of the entity the update belongs to
User: The user who made the update
Status: The current status of the update either: Pending, Canceled, or Complete
Date Created: The date and time the update was first created
Date Modified: The date and time the last change was made to the update in its pending
state

On the Updates page, you can:

Filter Updates
You can filter and view entity updates by their
status.
To do so:
•
•
•

Locate the gray Filter button at the top right-hand corner of your screen.
Clicking this button will make a dropdown menu appear with the option to filter your
updates by: All, Canceled, Complete, or Pending.
Select your filter option from the dropdown list, click the blue Apply button to implement
the filter, and the list of updates will filter accordingly. Or, click the Clear button to close the
dropdown without choosing a filter.
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•

When a filter has been applied, the formerly gray Filter button will
appear green. To remove a filter, click this button again and select
Clear.

Navigate Multiple Pages of Updates
To navigate through pages of updates:
•
•

•

Look to the bottom of your screen to find the page numbers.
Click either a page number to visit to proceed to that page of updates or click the
Next button to take you to the next page of updates. Or, enter the page number in the field
located to the right of the Next button, and click Go to proceed directly to that page.
Choose how many updates to display at a time by clicking on the “Showing…” link located
to the right of the number of displayed updates.

View a Pending Update
To view an update:
•
•
•

Locate the checkbox found to the left of the update you wish to
view.
Clicking the checkbox will cause three new buttons to appear, one of them being a blue
View Update button.
Click the View Update button to be directed to the Entity Setup page where you are able to
see the pending update and edit it if desired. Refer to the Edit an Entity section for more
information about editing entities.

Apply a Pending Update
To apply a pending update:
•

Locate the checkbox found to the left of the update you wish to apply.
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•

•

Clicking the checkbox will cause three new buttons to
appear on top of the list of updates; including a
green Apply Update button.
Click the Apply Update button and a pop-up window
asking you to confirm your action will appear. Click
the green Apply Update button in the pop-up to
implement the update. Alternatively, click the Cancel
button to close the pop-up without applying the update.

[Note: Depending on the size of the update, the update may
take a few minutes to complete.]

Cancel a Pending Update
To cancel a pending entity update:
•

Locate the checkbox found to the left of the update you
wish to cancel.

•

Clicking the checkbox will cause three new buttons to
appear to the left of the gray Filter button, the third one
being a gray Cancel Update button.

•

Click the Cancel Update button and a pop-up window will appear asking you to confirm the
cancellation. Click the blue Cancel Update button to remove the update from Pending status
and deny the update or click Cancel to close the pop-up window without canceling the
update.

Edit Icon Filters
Icons are the images that appear on the Map representing each of the
individual records that relate to a particular entity. You can set up filters
for the entity to demonstrate when records have a varied or abnormal
status. For example, the icon could change color to indicate a change in
status. Whenever the field or set of fields within the entity is modified
either manually or automatically to match a different filter condition
(either in the Blueprints application or via the Map interface), the icon will
change automatically to reflect the new icon filter condition set up on the
Edit Icon Filters page.
To enter the Blueprints Icon Builder:
•

Look to the right side of your screen on the main Blueprints Dashboard to find the blue
View Data buttons across from the each of the entities listed.
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•

•

Clicking the downward-facing arrow to the right of the View Data button will make a
dropdown appear, where Edit Icon Filters will appear (if you have access to edit this
particular entity).
Choosing this option will direct you to the Blueprint Icon Builder where you can set up
different filters for your entity icon.

Add a New Icon Filter
To add a new icon filter:
•
•

•

•

•

Locate the green Add Icon Filter button below the default icon image and any previous
filters that may have been added.
Clicking this button will cause additional fields to appear below the
default icon and other existing filters where you can begin setting up the
new filter.
First, determine the icon to be used when the new filter
condition(s) are met. Click the smaller icon image that
appears next to the “Show this icon” text at the top of
the filter creation section to edit the icon.
The Edit Icon sidebar will appear from the right side of
your screen where you can choose the icon shape, icon
image, and the background and icon color by selecting
your desired options from the corresponding fields.
Refer to the Choose a Default Icon section for more
information.
Click the blue Select Icon button at the bottom of the
sidebar to save your icon settings or click Cancel
to close the sidebar without saving the settings.

The next section in the Icon
Builder is where you set the
condition(s) that must be met
in order for the default icon to change to the icon you just configured.
•

In the Field Name textbox, select the field name from the dropdown to be connected to this
filter or type the field name into the textbox to filter the results.

[Note: Only the fields that are included in the entity will be available for selection.]
•

In the second textbox, select the comparison parameter you wish to use for the filter.
Depending on the field name selected, you can choose one of the 18 possible options from
the dropdown that appears: is, is not, is equal to, is not equal to, is empty, is not empty,
contains, does not contain, starts with, ends with, is any of, is none of, greater than, less
than, greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, within the past, or within the next.
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•

Depending on the field name you selected in the first textbox when creating your filter, you
may or may not see an Example Value field next to the comparison parameter textbox. If
you do see this textbox, type in the value you wish the entity field name to be compared to.

[Note: For any Date fields, this Example Value field will be a Click to Set Date field, which will
produce a calendar when clicked so you can select a date value.]
•

If you have finished editing your icon filters, click the blue Save Icons button at the bottom
of the page to save your icon filter settings for the entity and you will be directed back to the
main Blueprints dashboard.

Add Multiple Condition Sets
You can create more than one set of conditions per icon filter.
To do this:
•

•

•

Click either the blue And or Or buttons before you click Save Icons to cause a second field
set appear where you can use the previous steps to create a new set of filter conditions for
the icon.
If you clicked the And button, both the new set of conditions and the first set must be met in
order for the icon to be changed. If you chose the Or button, this means at least one of the
condition sets must be met in order for the new icon to be applied.
If you have finished editing your icon filters, click the blue Save Icons button at the bottom
of the sidebar to save your icon filter settings for the entity and you will be directed to the
main Blueprints Dashboard.
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Add Multiple Icon Filters
You can create more than one icon filter for an entity.
To create an additional icon filter with a different icon:
•
•
•

Click the green Add Icon Filter located beneath any previously configured icon filters.
Repeat the configuration process in the Add a New Icon Filter and Add Multiple Sets of
Conditions sections.
Click the blue Save Icons button at the bottom of the page to save the icon filter settings for
the entity and you will be directed back to the main Blueprints page.

Change Icon Filter Priority
You can choose which order your icon filters appear on the Blueprint Icons
page. The filters at the top of the list are deemed as higher priority than those
further down.
To move an icon filter up or down in the list:
•
•

Locate the two blue arrow buttons to the right of the icon image for a filter.
Click either the up or down-facing arrow button to change the order of the filters for this
entity to change its priority.

Delete an Icon Filter
To delete an icon filter from an entity:
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•
•

Locate the gray “X” button found on the right-hand side of your screen across from the
smaller icon of one of your created filters and beside the two blue arrow buttons.
Clicking the “X” button will immediately delete the chosen filter from the entity.

To clear the contents of an icon filter condition:
•

•

Locate the “X” button on the righthand side of your screen across
from the set of condition fields in a
filter.
Clicking the “X” button will immediately clear the contents of the chosen condition set from
the icon filter.

Delete an Entity
The next available option you have back on the main Blueprints
Dashboard is the ability to delete an existing entity.
[Note: You are only able to delete an entity if you have the permission to
do so. Refer to the SimplyCast Account Networks User Guide for more
information about permissions.]
To delete a blueprint entity:
•

•
•
•

Find the arrow on the right of the blue View Data button
corresponding to the entity you want to delete on the
main Entities dashboard.
Clicking this arrow will produce a menu where Delete is
an available option.
Select Delete and a pop-up window will appear asking
you to confirm the deletion.
Check off the checkbox and click the red Delete button
to delete the entity or click Cancel to close the pop-up
window without deleting the entity.

Access Reports
The next available option for existing entities on the Blueprints Dashboard is Reports.
To view or create a blueprint report, find the blue View Data button to the right of the entity’s
name. Clicking the arrow on the right side of this button will bring up a dropdown menu.
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Clicking Reports will direct you to the Reports page for that
particular blueprint entity, which will show any reports created using this
entity.
You can also access the main Reports section by clicking the Reports
option available in the left-hand menu.
Blueprint reports are explained in detail in the Reports section.

Access Entity Forms
When a blueprint entity is created, it serves as the
template that is used in the creation of any new
assets. These templates are essentially forms that are filled out with all of
the information needed for the new asset.
Sometimes, however, you need to provide a quick way for users to add
new assets to the system; the entire blueprint entity template/form takes
too much time to fill out. This is where Blueprint Forms come in. This
option allows you to create custom forms for an entity including only the
information fields that are absolutely necessary for all new asset records.
These forms can be added to the Blueprint Form widget on the Command
Hub Dashboard. Refer to the Blueprints Widgets section for more
information.
Access the Forms interface by clicking the arrow on the View Data button across from the name
of the blueprint entity you wish to create a custom form for. Select the Forms option to be
directed to the Forms page.
On this page you can:

Create a New Form
To create a custom form for an entity:
•
•

Locate and click the green Create Form button.
Enter a name for the new form in the pop-up
window that appears. Click the green Create
button to proceed to enter the Blueprint Form
Editor or click Cancel to close the pop-up
window without creating a new form.
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•

•

In the Blueprint Form Editor, you can choose which fields from the original blueprint entity
to include in the custom form. All fields labeled as “required for submit” in the original entity
are automatically included in the custom form but can be deleted if desired by clicking the
red “X” icon across from the field name in the form.
On the left side of the Form Editor is the list of available fields that can be included in the
custom form. Click and drag any of these fields into the form into the location you want.

[Note: Existing fields in the form will move out of the way depending on where you are placing
the new field.]

[Note: Rearrange any existing fields in the form by clicking and dragging the field to its new
position in the form.]
•

On the right side of the Blueprint Form Editor you will see the
Project Settings tab. Click on this tab to open a menu where you
can modify the form title and add a description if desired by
typing in the respective fields.
• The other option in the Project Settings tab menu is the
Submission Mode field where you can determine what the form can be used for. The
options in this dropdown field are:
> Create Records Only: The form can only be used to add new asset records to the
system.
> Update Records Only: The form can only be
used to update existing asset records in the
system.
> Create and Update Records: the form can
be used to either create new asset records or
update existing records.
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•

Upon selecting a field in your form by clicking on it, the Element Settings tab appears in the
section to the right of your screen, underneath the Project Settings tab. All fields will have
the following element settings available:
> Name: Change the name of the form field if
desired. If nothing is entered into this field, the
default field name will be used.
> Description: Add or change the description for
the field.
> Placeholder: Enter a placeholder value or
some prompt text into the field.

[Note: Boolean fields will not have this option.]
>

>

Display Only: If checked off, this field will be
visible but not editable when filling out the
form.
Required: If checked off, a value will need to
be provided for this field in order for the form to be submitted.

[Note: Any fields in the entity that are already configured to be “required for submit” will have
this checkbox grayed out and unable to be modified.]
>
•

•

•
•

Default Value: Pre-determine a value for this field that will automatically be filled out
when filling out the form (but can be modified if desired).
Once you have added and configured the fields of your custom
form, click the black Next button at the bottom right of your
screen to be directed to the crosscheck page where you can
verify that you have properly set up the form.
If you are satisfied with your form configuration, click Complete
at the bottom right of your screen to produce a pop-up window
asking you whether you wish to publish the form and allow
submissions.
Click the blue Yes button to complete the form
setup and publish the form.
Or, select No to complete the form setup but not
publish the form.

[Note: To publish an unpublished form you will have
to re-enter the setup process through the main
Blueprint Forms Dashboard and choose Yes upon
completion.]
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View the List of Forms
Below the Create Form button on the Forms Dashboard, you will see a list of all of the blueprint
forms created for that specific entity. If there are no forms listed, this means none have been
created.
You will be able to see the following information for each form listed:
•
•
•
•

Form Name: The name the creator gave the form
Owned By: The user who created, and therefore owns the form
Created On: The date and time the form was created
Last Modified: The date and time the form was last modified

Navigate Multiple Pages of Forms
To navigate through multiple pages of blueprint forms:
•
•

•

At the bottom of the screen there are page numbers.
Click either a page number to visit to proceed to that page of forms or click the Next button,
to take you to the next page. Or, enter the page number in the field located to the right
of the Next button and click Go to proceed directly to that page.
Choose how many forms to display at a time by clicking on the “Showing…” link located
to the right of the number of displayed forms.

Search Forms
To search for a particular blueprint form:
•
•

Select the search box in the top right-hand
corner of the page next to the gray Filter button.
Type in the text you would like the system to search for.

The list of forms will automatically filter to match the text.
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Filter Forms
To filter blueprint forms:
Find the gray Filter button at the top right-hand
side of the Forms page.
• Click the Filter button and a sidebar menu will
appear in which you will see five options you can
filter forms by: Created on, Last modified, Status,
Account, and User who made the request.
> Filter forms by date they were created by
entering a date range in the two Click to Set Date
fields by clicking on a field and selecting a date
from the dropdown calendar.
> Filter forms by date they were last modified by
entering a date range in the two Click to Set Date
fields by clicking on a field and selecting a date
from the dropdown calendar.
> Filter forms by status by selecting to filter from forms that are published, unpublished, or
forms of any status by making a selection from the dropdown menu in this field.
> Filter forms by the account they were created in by selecting from the list of available
accounts in the account network from the dropdown list in this field, or by typing the
name of an account in the field to filter the options.
> Filter forms by the user who owns them by selecting from the list of available users in the
network from the dropdown list in this field, or by typing the name of a user in the field
to filter the options.
• Create a filter (using one or more of the above fields) and click the blue Apply Filter button
at the bottom of the filter dropdown menu to enable the filter. The Filter button will now
appear green to indicate a filter has been applied.
• Or, click the gray Cancel button to close the sidebar
without implementing a filter, or Clear to remove any
filter that is currently applied.
•

Edit a Form
To make changes to an existing form:
•
•
•

Locate and click the blue Edit button across from the name of the form you want to edit.
You will enter the Form Editor where you can make any desired changes to your blueprint
form.
Once you have made the desired changes, click Next at the bottom right of the screen to
proceed to the crosscheck page.
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•

•

Click the Complete button at the bottom right of the
page to produce a pop-up window asking you
whether you wish to publish the form/publish the
changes made (depending on whether the form has
previously been published).
Click Yes to publish the form/ any changes, or
choose No to save your progress and close the popup without publishing the form/any changes.

Rename a Form
To rename an existing form:
•
•
•
•

Locate the arrow button to the right of the blue Edit button in the main
Forms interface.
Clicking this arrow button will produce a dropdown menu with a
Rename option.
Click this option and a pop-up window will appear
where you can provide a new name for the form.
Click the blue OK button once you’ve finished
renaming the form to close the pop-up window
and save the name. Or, click Cancel to close the
pop-up window without renaming the form.

Unpublish a Form
To unpublish a currently-published blueprint form:
•
•
•

Locate the arrow button to the right of the blue Edit button in the main Forms interface.
Clicking this arrow button will produce a dropdown menu with an Unpublish option.
Selecting this option will immediately unpublish the form.

[Note: Once you have unpublished a form, you will have to complete the form’s setup process
to re-publish it.]

Share a Form
To share a blueprint form:
•
•

Locate the arrow button to the right of the blue Edit button in the main Forms interface.
Clicking this arrow button will produce a dropdown menu with a Share option.
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Selecting this option will open
the Share sidebar where you
can choose with whom to
share the form.
• When you choose a user,
account, or group from the
available dropdown menu to
share the form with, it will be
added to a section below the
dropdown field. You can
choose how much access the
“sharee” has by checking off
the various checkboxes that appear. These checkboxes are:
> Edit: The sharee will be able to modify the blueprint form (add/remove/update fields).
> Delete: The sharee will be able to delete the blueprint form.
> Share: The sharee will be able to further share the blueprint form with other users,
accounts, or groups.
> Submit: The sharee will be able fill out and submit the blueprint form.
• Click the black “X” button to the right of the relevant section to stop sharing the form with a
specific user, account, or group.
• When you are satisfied, click the blue Save button at the bottom of
the Share sidebar to save your sharing settings, or click Cancel to
close the sidebar without sharing the form.
•

Delete a Form
To delete an existing blueprint form:
•
•
•
•

Locate the arrow button to the right of the blue Edit button in the main
Forms interface.
Clicking this arrow button will produce a dropdown
menu with a Delete option.
Selecting this option will produce a pop-up window
asking you to confirm the deletion of the form.
Check off the box and click the red Delete button to
complete the deletion, or click Cancel to close the
pop-up window without deleting the form.

Access Blueprint Triggers
Blueprint triggers are used to send notifications to designated recipients whenever a
configured set of conditions have been met.
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Access the Triggers interface by clicking the arrow on the View Data button across from the
name of the blueprint entity you wish to create a custom form for. Select the Triggers option to
be directed to the Triggers page.
On the Triggers page you can:

Create a New Trigger
To create a new trigger:
•
•

Locate and click the green Create Trigger button at the top left of the screen.
A pop-up window will appear asking you to
name the trigger. Once you’ve named the
trigger, click the green Create button to enter
the trigger setup process, or click Cancel to close
the pop-up window without creating the new
trigger.

Trigger Conditions
Upon clicking Create, you will be brought to the Filter Conditions page where you must
configure the condition(s) that need to be met in order for a trigger to be initiated.
From here:

•

•
•

•

In the first field on the left side of your screen, choose whether you wish the trigger to be
initiated whenever a certain entity field changes FROM a certain value, changes TO a certain
value, or a record is created WITH a certain value in the field by selecting from the
dropdown menu.
In the second field, select which entity field the trigger will apply to by making a selection
from the dropdown menu of available fields.
The next field is the Comparison field, where you must choose a comparison parameter to
determine when the trigger will be initiated. The available options in this dropdown menu
are: is equal to, is not equal to, contains, does not contain, starts with, ends with, is empty, is
not empty, yes, and no. The options available are dependent on the entity field type
selected previously.
Depending on the data type of the entity field selected from the second dropdown menu,
you may or may not see the Example Value field, in which you can enter the value that the
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•

•

entity field must be changed to or from to initiate the filter, depending on the option
selected in the first dropdown menu.
Create additional trigger conditions by clicking the blue And or Or buttons below the first
condition. Choosing And means that both conditions must apply to the field before the
trigger is initiated, while choosing Or means that at least one of the conditions needs to
apply for the trigger to be initiated.
Once you are satisfied with your trigger conditions, click the black Next button at the
bottom right side of the screen to proceed to the Message Content page.

Message Content
This page is where you can create the notification messages that will be sent to designated
contacts when the trigger conditions have been met. This step and the rest of the trigger setup
process follows the Alerts setup. For a more in depth look at how to create an alert notification,
refer to the SimplyCast Alerts User Guide.
[Note: The only difference between the Alerts setup and the trigger
notification setup processes is the addition of blueprints merge tags
for email and SMS notifications, as well as the text-to-speech voice
notification and HTML fax notification options. Blueprints merge tags
are the merge tags you may have set up when adding a new field to an entity. You can use
these merge tags in trigger notifications to provide recipients with specific information
regarding the change made to an asset that caused it to meet a trigger condition.]

On the Message Content page:
•

Enable the communication channel(s) you wish to use to create the trigger notification
(email, SMS, voice, or fax) by clicking the blue Click to Enable button in the center of the tab
for the desired communication channel, or by clicking the toggle button at the top right of
the screen underneath the Fax tab so that it is green and positioned to the right.
> If you enabled the Email channel, enter a subject line and choose a sender address in the
respective fields. Enter the text of the notification in the textbox (including merge tags
and blueprints merge tags), adding any attachments in the section below.
> If you enabled the SMS channel, enter the text of the SMS notification in the textbox in
this tab, adding merge tags or blueprints merge tags as necessary.
> If you enabled the Voice channel, create your voice notification using the text-to-speech
option, by uploading an audio file, or through the call-to-record functionality. Set your
redial attempts and the time the system will wait before redialing the recipient in the
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event they don’t answer the phone in their respective dropdown menus in the second
section.
> If you enabled the Fax channel, upload a PDF file of the fax notification or enter the text
of the notification into the textbox (including relevant blueprint merge tags) that appears
if you’ve selected the HTML fax type. Select the number of redial attempts from the
dropdown menu in the second section and enter in a sender name and number in their
respective fields.
• Choose whether to enable the Confirm Receipt of Alert feature by clicking the toggle button
so that it is positioned to the right and colored green. If this option is enabled for one
communication channel, it will be enabled automatically for all channels (except Fax).
• Once you have configured the trigger notification for all the channels you wish to use, click
the black Next button at the bottom right of the screen to proceed to the Select Your
Contacts page.

Select Your Contacts
To select your contacts, click the blue Add Contacts button and a dropdown menu will
appear with six methods to choose your contacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add Individual Contacts
Add Contacts from List
Add Contacts using Filter
Add Contacts using Map
Add a New Contact
Add Contacts from OnCall Groups

Add Individual Contacts
To manually add individual contacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choose Add Individual Contacts from the blue Add
Contacts button’s dropdown menu.
Type a contact’s name into the field provided in the
sidebar that appears from the right of your screen.
The list of contacts will automatically filter.
Click the contact name you wish to add once it
appears in the filtered dropdown.
Continue adding contacts manually without closing
the sidebar.
Click the blue Add Contacts button at the bottom of
the sidebar once you have all your contacts.
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•

Click the Cancel button to close the sidebar without adding any
contacts.

Add Contacts from List
To select your trigger contacts based on pre-defined lists found in the CRM:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Choose Add Contacts from List from the blue Add Contacts button’s dropdown menu.
A sidebar will appear on the right-hand side of your
screen to choose which list(s) to send the trigger
notification to. Begin typing the list name into the
field provided.
The list options will automatically filter.
Click the list you wish to add once it appears in the
filtered dropdown.
Continue adding lists this way without closing the
sidebar.
Click the blue Add Lists button at the bottom of the sidebar once
you have your contacts or Cancel to close the sidebar without
choosing a list.

Add Contacts Using Filter
To choose your contacts through the use of filters:
•
•

Choose Add Contacts Using Filter from the blue Add Contacts dropdown menu.
A sidebar will appear where you will be asked whether you would like to choose your
contacts from:
> All Contacts: This option allows you to filter
your contacts from your entire contact
database.
> Lists: This option lets you filter your
contacts from selected lists of contacts in
the CRM. If you choose to select your contacts using lists, you will see the option to
choose your list(s) in the dropdown menu provided.
> Saved Filters: This option lets you filter your contacts through any previously-saved
filters. If you choose the Saved Filters option to select your trigger notification recipients,
you will be provided with a dropdown menu allowing you to choose from a list of saved
filters. If you wish to create a new saved filter, once you create the filter you can type in
the name you wish to call it in the Name field found under the Saved Filters dropdown
and click the blue Save Filter button.
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•

After choosing a filtering method,
proceed to the “Filter Contacts by”
section further down in the sidebar.
• Here, you can filter your contacts by
column type, column name, and
value. “Column” refers to each
contact’s profile in the CRM and the
fields of information found therein.
> Column Type: The type of data
found in a particular column in the contact’s CRM profile. A data type is assigned to a
column when it is created in the CRM. There are five default options in the Column Type
dropdown menu:
>> Date & Time: Selecting this option as your column type will give you different
options in regard to the column name. In the Column Name field (the information
fields found in the profile within each column type), you are given the choice
between when the contact was created or when the contact was last modified (or
any other date/time columns you may have created). These options refer to the
date in which the contact’s profile was either created or changed in the CRM.
>> Email Address: Selecting email as your column type gives you only one option in
terms of Column Name: email. This refers to the email address of the contact(s) you
would like to add as your notification recipients.
>> Location (Lat, Long): Selecting Location as your column type gives you only one
option in terms of Column Name: location (or any other location fields you may
have created). This refers to a particular location that may be attached to the
contact(s) in the CRM you would like to add as your notification recipients.
>> Phone Number: Selecting phone number as your column type gives you three
options in terms of Column Name: fax, mobile, and phone. These refer to either the
fax number, mobile number, or phone number of the contact(s) you would like to
add as your notification recipients.
>> Text: Selecting the Text option as your column type gives you multiple options as to
selecting a column name. Text refers to a particular row of information in the
contact’s CRM profile. Options in the Column Name field for Text column types
include (as well as any other Text columns you may have created):
[Note: You can create custom CRM columns using these data types which will appear in the
Column Name dropdown lists for each data type.]
Address 1
Address 2
Preferred method
Salutation
City
Source
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•

•

Choose your column type and name
through which you would like your
contacts to be filtered.
Adjust your filtering parameters by
selecting from the dropdown of options in
the field directly to the right of the Column
Name field. These options include:
Contains
Doesn’t contain
Ends with
Is equal to

•

Is greater than
Is greater than or equal to
Is less than

Is less than or equal to
Is not equal to
Starts with

Insert a value into the Value field to determine how the contacts are being filtered.
>

Value: Once you have selected a parameter option, you must then insert a value into the
Value field on the right-hand side of the sidebar. The value indicates what information
the contact must possess or not possess to be included as a recipient of your alert

For example, say you would like everyone whose CRM profile says they live in Halifax, Nova
Scotia to receive the trigger notification.
To do this:
•
•
•
•

•

Select “Text” as your column
type.
Select “City” as your column
name.
Select “Is equal to” as your
filtering parameter.
Input “Halifax” as your value,
since you wish only those
who reside in Halifax to
receive the notification.
The filter would look like this: Text > City > Is equal to > Halifax.

You can set up multiple filter options by clicking either the And or Or buttons, which will add a
new field set.
Choosing “And” will cause the filtering process to look at both filter options and only send the
contact the notification if they meet the parameters of both filter options.
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For example, say that in addition to living in Halifax, for a contact to receive your notification,
they must also live on St. Margaret’s Bay Road.
To demonstrate this example:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Select the “And” button to create a new field below the first filter.
Select “Text” as your column type.
Select “Address1”
as your column
name.
Select “Is equal to”
as your parameter.
Insert “St.
Margaret’s Bay
Road” as your value.
Adding to the first filter option we created, the new filter would look like this: Text> City > Is
equal to > Halifax AND Text> Address1 > Is equal to > St. Margaret’s Bay Road.

Now, only those contacts in your CRM who live in Halifax and on Saint Margaret’s Bay Road will
receive your trigger notification. On the other hand, choosing “Or” will cause the filtering
process to look at the two filter options and if at least one of them applies to the contact, they
will be sent the notification.
For example, in addition to contacts who live in Halifax. Say you also want the contact to receive
the notification if they work for XYZ — even if they don’t live in Halifax.
To create this new filter option:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Select the “Or” button
to create a new field
below the first filter.
Select “Text” as the
column type.
Select “Company” for
the column name.
Select “Is” as the
parameter.
Input “XYZ” as the value.
Now, the new filter will look like this: Text > City > Is > Halifax OR Text > Company > Is > XYZ.

This means any contacts in your CRM that are listed as living in Halifax, or who may not
necessarily live in the city but who work for XYZ, will receive the notification.
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Once you have determined which contacts you wish to receive your notification via the filter,
close the sidebar by clicking Add Contacts at the bottom of the
sidebar or click Cancel to close the sidebar without choosing any
contacts.

Add Contacts Using Map
There are two ways to add contacts from specific geographic areas:
[Note: In order to add contacts using the Map, you must have the contact’s location
information registered in their CRM profile.]
[Note: You must have Map permissions enabled in your account to be able to select contacts
using the Map. Refer to the SimplyCast Account Networks User Guide for more information about
permissions.]

Draw a New Region
This option allows you to create a new region on the Map to send the trigger
notification to the contacts who are specifically in that area.
Select the Add Contacts using Map button from the Add Contacts button’s dropdown
menu and the Map will appear on your screen.
Locate the four blue buttons located on the far left of the map, one with a white arrow,
one with a ruler, one with a polygon image, and one with a circle. Clicking the arrow
button will allow you to click and drag on the Map to change your position; the ruler
button allows you to measure distances on the map; the polygon button allows you to draw
new custom regions on the map; and the circle button allows you to draw new circle regions on
the Map.
To zoom in and out on the Map, locate and click on the blue “+” and “-” buttons found at the
bottom left-hand corner of the map, or use the scroll wheel on your mouse which
will zoom in and out where your cursor is.
To create a new region on the Map:
•
•
•

Determine the area on the Map where you would like to select your contacts.
Click the blue polygon button on the left side of your screen, which will activate a blue dot at
the end of your mouse.
Click on the Map where you would like to begin drawing the region and a point will be
marked. When you move your mouse, a line will extend from the first point you clicked on
the Map.
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•
•

•

•

Continue to click your mouse to create more points on the Map until you come back to the
original point, creating a new filled-in region.
Or, create a new circle region by selecting the
circle button, clicking on a location of the Map
that will be the epicenter of the new region,
and moving your mouse outwards to
determine the radius of the region (the
distance in kilometers will appear at the top of
the Map).
Click your mouse again when the
region is the desired size and the
region will lock in place
Once the region is filled in using
either method, a new sidebar will
appear asking you to choose an entity to associate with the region from the Entity
dropdown menu. Within the Blueprints application, an entity is a template used for item
categorization wherein specific records can be created for each item within that category. If
there are no entities available, you will have to create a new entity in the Blueprints module.
Refer to the SimplyCast Blueprints & Maps User Guide for more information on how to create
a new entity.

[Note: In order to select contacts using a Map region, the entity selected for the newly-created
region must have a Map Region data type. By default, you will only be shown entities that
possess a Map Region data type field.]
•

•

•

If you are able to choose an entity, you may see other fields appear below the Entity field in
this sidebar. Fill out these fields and click the blue Save button to save the new region, or
the Cancel button to close the sidebar without saving your region.
When you have finished creating and naming your region you may see another pop-up
appear if the entity layer on the Map has been hidden from view asking if you would like to
show the layer. If you see this pop-up and wish to view the Map layer with the new entity,
click the blue OK button.
Now you can click on the region to select it as part of your notification contact set. Click the
blue Select Region button and the region will be added to the sidebar on the right. Once you
have added all the regions you want to the sidebar, click the blue Confirm button at the
bottom right of your screen to return to the trigger notification setup process, or click
Cancel to return to the setup process without selecting any regions.
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[Note: For more information about the Map and all its capabilities, such as address look-up and
getting directions, refer to the The Map section of this guide.]

Select an Existing Region
This option allows you to select an existing region on the Map to choose your contacts. When
you select the Add Contacts using Map option from the Add Contacts dropdown, you will be
redirected to the Map.
To select an existing region on the Map:
•
•
•

•
•

Locate the region on the Map where you
would like to select your contacts from.
Click the region to bring up a pop-up with
a blue button that says Select Region.
Clicking this button will add the region to
the list of selected regions in the sidebar
at the right of your screen.
Continue to add regions this way until you have added all the regions you wish to send the
notification to.
Click the blue Confirm button found at the bottom right-hand side of your screen to add
these contacts or click Cancel to close the Map view and select another way of adding
contacts to receive your trigger notification.

[Note: When selecting contacts from an existing
region, the Map may open with a previously-saved
filter applied to the regions, meaning you may not be
able to see all available regions. To remove any
applied filters, select the Manage Layers button on
the right side of the screen and click the Show All
Layers toggle in the sidebar so that it appears green and positioned
to the right.]

Add a New Contact
To add a new contact who isn’t already in your CRM to the list of notification recipients:
•
•

Select the Add a New Contact option from the Add Contacts button’s dropdown menu.
A sidebar will appear to the right of your screen allowing you to enter the name, email,
phone number, and/or mobile phone number of the new contact.
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•

•

Click the green Create and Add Contact button at the
bottom of the sidebar to close the window or Cancel to
return without adding the contact.
As well as being sent the current trigger notification, the
new contact you added will be added to your CRM where
they will be available to be
selected to receive any future
trigger notification.

[Note: Make sure you always gain express opt-in permission
before adding and sending to these contacts.]

Add Contacts From OnCall Groups
To add contacts from one of your OnCall groups
(if you have OnCall permissions):
•

•

•
•

Select the Add Contacts From OnCall Groups
option from the Add Contacts button’s
dropdown menu.
A sidebar will open to the right of your screen
with a field where you can select the OnCall
group(s) you would like to send your trigger notification to
from the dropdown menu of options.
Continue adding groups this way without closing the sidebar.
Click the blue Add Groups button at the bottom of the sidebar once you have all the
contacts you are looking for or click Cancel to close the sidebar without choosing your
contacts.

[Note: Only the members of the group(s) who are on call at the time of sending will receive the
recall.]

Select Sending Method
The next section on the Select Your Contacts
screen is where you must choose your sending
methods. A sending method refers to the
channel through which you would like to send
your trigger notifications.
These methods are:
•
•

Email
SMS
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•
•

Voice
Fax

There are two choices for how the system can send your trigger notification to your
contacts:
•
•

Use Preferred Communication Method
Choose Communication Method(s)

Use Preferred Communication Method
By choosing to send your notification via a contact’s preferred method of contact means the
notification will be sent through the channel the contact has indicated they would like to receive
messages from.
[Note: Each contact’s preferred method (if available) is noted in their CRM profile.]
To choose to send the trigger notification to your recipients’ preferred method:
•
•

Click the radio button found next to the Use Preferred Communication Method option.
Determine the Fallback Sending Order.

Fallback Sending Order
The fallback sending order refers to the order of the communication channels through which
the trigger notification will be sent to each contact who has NOT indicated a preferred
communication method.
To determine the fallback sending order:
•

•

•

•

Click the arrow buttons next to the channel options (email, SMS, voice, and fax), moving
them up and/or down into the order you would like them to be used. Only the message
types you have created will appear here.
For example, if your fallback sending order is ranked email,
SMS, voice, and fax, the system will look for an email address
in the contact’s CRM profile first and if it finds one, the
notification will be sent to the contact only via that delivery
method.
If the system does not see an email address it will look for a
mobile phone number in the profile to send the notification
via SMS.
The system will keep searching in the order of methods you
select until it finds a delivery method it can use to send the
trigger notification to the contact.
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Choose Communication Method(s)
Choosing to send your trigger notification through the Choose Communication Method(s)
option means you can choose which communication methods contacts will receive your
notification via, provided they have that communication type on file.
To select the Choose Communication Method(s) option:
•
•

Click the radio button found next to the Chose Communication Method(s) option.
Check off the communication methods you want to use to send the trigger notification to
from the available options.

[Note: For example, say you created an email and SMS for your trigger notification and you
check off both options. The notification will then be sent out via email and SMS to every one of
your chosen contacts. This means if a contact has an email address and a mobile phone
number in their CRM profile, they will receive the same notification twice, once via email and
again via SMS.]
•

Click the Next button at the bottom right of your screen to complete the setup process and
proceed to the Scheduling page

Prioritize Phone Methods
If you chose to send your trigger notification via the voice channel, you have the option to
prioritize which phone number the system will call to send the notification.

There are three options you can choose from:

Call All
Selecting this option for your voice notification means the system will send the notification to
each of the phone numbers the contact has registered in their CRM profile. If the contact has
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both a phone number and a mobile number listed, they will receive calls to both of these
numbers.

Call Selected Column
The Call Selected Column option allows you to choose and prioritize which CRM phone number
column the system will look at when sending the voice notification. Selecting this option will
bring up a list of phone number columns you can prioritize the sending for. The two default
columns are the Phone and Mobile columns.
[Note: You have the option of adding additional phone number fields to your CRM (such as a
home/office/cottage number). For more information on how to do so, consult the SimplyCast
CRM User Guide.]
Click and drag these options to determine the sending order of your voice notification. The
system will call the numbers one at a time until the list is exhausted, or the recipient picks up
the phone.

Fallback Through
Selecting this option, like the Call Selected Column option, allows you to choose and prioritize
which CRM phone number column the system will look to when sending the alert. Selecting this
option will bring up a list of phone number columns you can prioritize the sending for. The two
default columns available are the Phone and Mobile columns.
However, the difference with the Fallback Through option is the system will continue to dial the
numbers until it receives a response.
Once you are satisfied with your selected contacts, sending methods, and prioritized phone
numbers, click next to proceed to crosscheck page.

Crosscheck
The final step in the trigger notification setup is the crosscheck page, where you can see
whether you have correctly configured the notification.
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On this page, each stage of the setup process will have an icon beside it with one of three
colors displayed in it:
•

•

•

Green with a checkmark: If the icon is colored green with a checkmark, this means this
section of the trigger notification has been configured correctly and will function as
expected when the notification is sent.
Yellow with an exclamation point: If the icon is colored yellow with an exclamation point,
something is not ideal in this section of your notification. An explanation will appear below
the section, detailing the potential issue However, you are still able to send a
notification with a yellow icon.
Red with an “X”: If the icon is colored red with an “X”, there is an error within that section of
the notification setup and you are unable to complete the trigger notification setup without
dealing with it. Details concerning the error(s) are noted beneath the section.

If the setup has been configured correctly and you
are satisfied with your trigger notification, click the
black Complete button to complete the trigger
creation. A pop-up window will appear asking
whether you wish to publish the trigger so it is able
to be used. Click the blue Publish button to publish
the trigger and return to the main Triggers page, or
click the gray Continue to Dashboard button to save the trigger and return to the main Triggers
page without publishing it.

View the List of Triggers
Below the Create Trigger button on the Triggers Dashboard, you will see a list of all of the
blueprint triggers created for that specific entity. If there are no triggers listed, this means none
have been created.
You will be able to see the following information for each trigger listed:
•
•
•

Trigger Name: The name the creator gave the trigger
Created On: The date and time the trigger was created
Icon: Either a gray pencil icon or blue paper airplane icon, indicating whether the trigger is
not published or published respectively
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Navigate Multiple Pages of Triggers
To navigate through multiple pages of blueprint triggers:
•
•

•

At the bottom of the screen there are page numbers.
Click either a page number to visit to proceed to that page of triggers or click the Next
button, to take you to the next page. Or, enter the page number in the field located to the
right of the Next button and click Go to proceed directly to that page.
Choose how many triggers to display at a time by clicking on the “Showing…” link located
to the right of the number of displayed triggers.

Search Triggers
To search for a particular blueprint form:
•
•

Select the search box in the top right-hand corner of the page next to the gray Filter button.
Type in the text you would like the system to search for.

The list of triggers will automatically filter to match the text.

Filter Triggers
To filter blueprint triggers:
•
•

Find the gray Filter button at the top right-hand side of the Triggers page.
Click the Filter button and a sidebar menu will
appear in which you will see four options you can
filter triggers by: Created, Modified, Status, and
Owning User.
> Filter triggers by date they were created by
entering a date range in the two Click to Set Date
fields by clicking on a field and selecting a date
from the dropdown calendar.
> Filter triggers by date they were last modified by
entering a date range in the two Click to Set Date
fields by clicking on a field and selecting a date
from the dropdown calendar.
> Filter triggers by status by selecting to filter from
triggers that are published or unpublished by
making a selection from the dropdown menu in
this field.
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Filter triggers by the user who owns them by selecting from the list of available users in
the network from the dropdown list in this field, or by typing the name of a user in the
field to filter the options.
Create a filter (using one or more of the above fields) and click the blue Apply Filter button
at the bottom of the filter dropdown menu to enable the filter. The Filter button will now
appear green to indicate a filter has been applied.
Or, click the gray Cancel button to close the sidebar
without implementing a filter, or Clear to remove any
filter that is currently applied.

>

•

•

Edit a Trigger
To make changes to an existing trigger:
•
•

•

•

Locate and click the blue Edit button across from the name of the trigger you want to edit.
You will enter the Trigger setup process where you can make any desired changes to your
blueprint trigger, clicking Next through the setup process to access subsequent pages of the
setup process.
Once you have made the desired changes and have
proceeded through all pages of the setup process,
click the Complete button at the bottom right of the
page to produce a pop-up window asking you
whether you wish to publish the trigger/publish the
changes made (depending on whether the trigger
has previously been published).
Click Yes to publish the trigger/ any changes, or choose No to save your progress and close
the pop-up without publishing the form/any changes.

Unpublish a Trigger
To unpublish a currently-published blueprint trigger:
•
•
•

Locate the arrow button to the right of the blue Edit button in the main Triggers interface
for the trigger you wish to edit.
Clicking this arrow button will produce a dropdown menu with an Unpublish option.
Selecting this option will produce a pop-up window asking you to confirm you want to
unpublish the trigger and prevent it from sending whenever the conditions are met.
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•

Click the blue OK button to unpublish the
trigger and return to the main Triggers page,
or click Cancel to close the pop-up without
unpublishing the trigger.

[Note: Once you have unpublished a trigger, you
will have to complete the trigger’s setup process
to re-publish it.]

View Trigger Reports
You can view the report for any of your trigger notifications that have been sent for an entity.
To access the reports for a blueprint trigger:
•
•
•

Locate the arrow button to the right of the blue Edit button in the main Triggers interface
for the trigger you wish to view the report for.
Clicking this arrow button will produce a dropdown menu with a Reports option.
Selecting this option will direct you to the Reports page for that blueprint trigger.

Once in the Reports Dashboard for the chosen trigger you can:

View the List of Trigger Reports
On the dashboard for a specific trigger, you will see a list of all of the reports for the instances
of the trigger that were sent. If there are no reports listed, this means no instances of this
trigger were sent yet.
You will be able to see the following information for each trigger report listed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date Triggered: The date and time the trigger conditions were met causing the notification
to be sent.
Most Recently Triggered Because: The trigger condition that was met, causing the
notification to be sent.
Total: The total number of notifications sent.
Contacted: The total number of contacts contacted successfully.
Not Contacted: The total number of contacts that failed to be contacted.
Responded: The total number of contacts who confirmed receipt of the notification (if you
had this functionality enabled).
Emails: The total number of email notifications sent.
SMS Messages: The total number of SMS notifications sent.
Phone Calls: The total number of phone call notifications sent.
Fax Messages: The total number of fax messages sent.
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Navigate Multiple Pages of Trigger Reports
To navigate through multiple pages of blueprint trigger reports:
•
•

•

At the bottom of the screen there are page numbers.
Click either a page number to visit to proceed to that page of trigger reports or click the
Next button, to take you to the next page. Or, enter the page number in the field located to
the right of the Next button and click Go to proceed directly to that page.
Choose how many trigger reports to display at a time by clicking on the “Showing…” link
located to the right of the number of displayed reports.

Filter Trigger Reports
To filter the list of trigger reports:
•
•
•

•
•

Find the gray Filter button at the top right-hand side of
the Triggers page.
Click the Filter button and a sidebar menu will appear in
which you can filter the trigger reports by a date range.
Enter a date range in the two Click to Set Date fields by
clicking on a field and selecting a date from the dropdown
calendar.
Click the blue Apply Filter button at the bottom of the
sidebar to apply the filter.
Or, click the gray Cancel button to close the sidebar
without implementing a filter, or Clear to remove any
filter that is currently applied.

View a Trigger Report
To view the details of a trigger report:
•
•
•

Select a triggered notification to see the report for by checking off the box to the left of the
notification’s title.
The blue View Report button on top of the report list will become active and able to be
clicked on once a notification has been chosen.
Click the View Report button to be directed to the report for that notification.

[Note: You can also access a report by clicking on the linked date in the Date Triggered column
of the table.]
For more details on what you can see in a trigger notification report, refer to the Reports section
in the SimplyCast Alerts User Guide.
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Dropdowns
Dropdown menus are used extensively within the Blueprints
application. They are a tool used to provide users with a list of pre-set
options to choose from. Dropdowns can be used as their own field
within an entity – for example, to determine the status of a record on or
off the SimplyCast Map.
To use dropdown menus as part of an entity, you will need to create them in the Dropdowns
section of the application. They can also be created on the fly when adding fields to an entity.
To create a new dropdown outside of an entity, locate the Dropdowns tab in the menu to the
left of your screen.
On the Dropdowns page you can:

Create New Dropdown
To create a new dropdown, there is a green Create New Dropdown
button at the top of the Dropdowns page in the Blueprints application.
Once you click the green Create New Dropdown button
a pop-up window will appear where you can enter the
name for the new dropdown. Click the green Create
button to bring out the Create Dropdown sidebar from
the right-hand side of your screen or click Cancel to close
the pop-up window without creating a new dropdown
menu.
Once you have opened the Create Dropdown sidebar, you can:

Edit the Dropdown Name
At the top of the Create Dropdown sidebar window is a field containing the name you have just
given your dropdown.
Click this field if to modify the name of the dropdown, if desired.
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Add/Remove Dropdown Values
Below the Dropdown Name field in the Create Dropdown
sidebar is a green Add Option button. This button will
allow you to add the choices users will be able to select
from when interacting with the dropdown as part of a
blueprint entity. When the Add Option button is clicked, a
field will appear above it where you can type in an option
for the dropdown menu. Continue adding options this
way until you have all that you require. Delete any
options by clicking on the “X” located to the right of the
added options’ names.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to
save your new dropdown menu
or click Cancel to close the
sidebar without creating a new
dropdown menu. Now your new dropdown menu is
ready to be used as a field in a new or existing blueprint entity.

View the List of Dropdowns
Below the Create New Dropdown button, you will see a list of all of the dropdowns created by
users in your account network, with the most recent appearing at the top. If there are no
dropdowns listed, this means none have been created.
You will be able to see the following information for each dropdown listed:
•
•

Dropdown Name: The name the creator gave the dropdown menu
Dropdown Choices: A dropdown selector you can click to show all available options created
for that specific dropdown
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Navigate Multiple Pages of Dropdowns
To navigate through multiple pages of dropdown menus:
•
•

•

Look to the bottom of your screen to find the page numbers.
Click either a page number to visit to proceed to that page of dropdowns or click the
Next button to take you to the next page of dropdowns. Or, enter the page number in the
field located to the right of the Next button, and click Go to proceed directly to that page.
Choose how many dropdowns to display at a time by clicking on the “Showing…” link located
to the right of the number of displayed dropdowns.

Search for Dropdowns
To search for an existing dropdown menu:
•
•
•

Select the search box in the top right-hand corner of the page above the list of dropdowns.
Type in the text to search for.
The list of dropdowns will automatically filter to match the text.

Edit a Dropdown
To edit the values of any dropdown in the table:
•
•

•
•

Look to the right of any dropdown in the list on the
Dropdowns page to find a blue Edit button.
Clicking this button will bring out a sidebar where you can
add or remove any of the available options in the
dropdown or change the dropdown name.
Refer to the Create New Dropdown section for more
information about these options.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to
save your changes or click Cancel to close the sidebar
without saving any changes.

Delete a Dropdown
To delete a dropdown, locate the checkbox found to the left of any dropdown name in your list
of dropdowns. Upon clicking this checkbox (or multiple to delete multiple dropdowns), a new,
red Delete Selected button will appear at the top of the list of dropdowns, to the right of the
green Create New Dropdown button. Clicking this button will delete the chosen dropdown.
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[Note: If the dropdown has been added to any
blueprint entity as a field, you will not be able to delete
it because any data collected would be lost.]

Reports
Blueprints reports differ from the standard reporting
interface available with other SimplyCast applications. Reporting in Blueprints means you are
able to create custom summaries containing information from one or more blueprint entities in
order to manage and compare incoming data from these entities and their various records.
These reports can be viewed in the Blueprints application or they can be displayed on a
Command Hub Dashboard for easy access. Refer to the Blueprints Widgets section for more
information and refer to the SimplyCast Command Hub & Event User Guide.
Blueprints reports allow you to view only the information you need to from
an entity, such as only records with an abnormal
status rather than all the records from that entity.
This makes asset management more efficient and
organized.
To access Blueprints reports, locate the menu on the
left side of your screen and select the Reports tab.
[Note: You can also access Reports by selecting it from the dropdown menu
for a specific entity. If you do this, you will only be shown reports that were
created using that specific entity.]
Once on the Reports Dashboard, you can:

Create a New Report
To create a new custom report, there is a green Create New Report button at the top of
the Reports Dashboard.
Clicking this button will cause a sidebar to appear where you can configure the new report.
Learn how to create and set up your single entity or combined entity blueprints reports in their
respective sections.
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View the List of Reports
Below the Create New Report button is a list of all of custom reports created, with the most
recently modified at the top. If there are no reports listed, none have been created yet. You can
see the name of the report, when it was created, when it was modified, and which entity is
being reported on.
[Note: If there is more than one blueprint included in the report, it will be defined as a
combined report.]

Search for Reports
To search for a report in the list:
•
•
•

Select the search box in the top right-hand corner of the page above the list of reports.
Type in the text you would like the system to search for.
The list of reports will automatically filter to
match the text.

Filter Reports
To filter your list of reports:
•
•
•

•

Click the gray Filter button located next to the search bar. A dropdown menu will appear
with four fields.
In the first field in the Filter dropdown, select a report status to filter reports by from three
available options in the dropdown menu in this field: Any Status, Published, or Deleted.
In the second field you can filter your reports by their owner (creator). Choose to filter
reports by any available user of the account network by selecting from the dropdown menu
in this field or by typing the user’s name into the field.
In the third field set, you can choose a date range within which to see the reports that were
created. Click on the Click to Set Date fields in this field set to open a calendar dropdown to
select your desired dates and times.
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•

•

•

In the final field set, choose a date range within which
to see the reports that were most recently modified.
Click on the Click to Set Date fields in this field set to
open a calendar dropdown to select your desired dates
and times.
Click the blue Apply button at the bottom of the sidebar
to filter your reports or click the Clear button to close
the sidebar without implementing the filter.
When a filter is applied, the formerly gray Filter button
will now appear green. To remove the filter, click this
button again and click Clear.

View Report Content
To view the content of a blueprint report, click on the blue View report
button located across from the name of the report you wish to view on the Blueprints Reports
page. You will be directed to the full report where you can see the blueprint entity the report is
comprised of (for combined entity reports), the records that make up the report, as well as any
fields included in the report (varies from report to report). If the report is empty, this mean no
records in the entity currently match the requirements of the report.

Blueprint reports are updated automatically to reflect the latest information available for a
blueprint entity or record (an individual asset created using the blueprint entity) according to
any filter applied to the report. When any change to a record column appearing in the blueprint
report occurs, the report on this page will update automatically to reflect the updated
information, either by adding or removing records from the report, or updating the record
columns as they appear in the report.
[Note: For example, depending on the filter applied to the report (if any), not all records
belonging to an entity will appear in the report. However, should a change be made to a record
column for a record not currently displayed in the report, and if the change aligns with the filter
applied to the report, that record will automatically be added to the report.]
To navigate through the pages of report records:
•
•

Look to the bottom of your screen to find the page numbers.
Click either a page number to visit to proceed to that page of records or click the
Next button to take you to the next page of records. Or, enter the page number in the field
located to the right of the Next button, and click Go to proceed directly to that page.
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•

Choose how many records to display at a time by clicking on the “Showing…” link located
to the right of the number of displayed records.

To sort the report by record column:
•

Sort your records in the report by clicking on the title
of any column in the report. The records in the report
will be sorted according to the corresponding column
information.

Edit a Report
If you have the permission to do so, you can make edits to single entity and combined entity
blueprint reports. A single entity report is a report that includes data records from one
blueprint entity, whereas a combined entity report has data records from multiple blueprint
entities.
Reports are comprised of various blueprint entity fields brought together to form a concise
summary of only the information that needs to be known. These entity fields are shown as
columns in the report containing the data from all the records created using the blueprint
entity. You can make edits to these report columns for both single entity and combined entity
blueprint reports.

Edit a Single Entity Report
To edit an existing single entity report (if you have permission to do
so):
•

•

On the Reports Dashboard, click on the arrow located on the blue
View Report button across from the name of the single entity report
you wish to edit in the list of reports.
Click the Edit option that appears in the dropdown menu.

[Note: If you happen to be in the report already looking at the data, you will also see a blue Edit
Report button at the top of the report.]
•

You will be directed to a page
where you can edit this report.
You will see the report preview
on the left and the Edit Report
section on the right where you can configure the report name by entering a new name in
the appropriate field.
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•

•
•

•

In the Columns section, edit the report columns by clicking the checkmarks next to options
in the Available Columns to add them to the
Selected Columns. Click the pen icon located
across from a column name in the Selected
Columns section to open a pop-up
window where you can modify the
name of the column. Click OK to
save your changes and close the window or
Cancel to close the window without saving your changes.
Delete a report column from the Selected Columns by clicking the “X”
button located across from the column name.
Below the Columns section is Filter. In this section you can create new
filters for your report or edit existing filters. Refer to the Single Entity Report Setup or
Combined Entity Report Setup sections to learn how to configure the Filter section in the Edit
Report section.
Click the black Complete button at the bottom of the
screen when you are finished editing the blueprint
report. A pop-up asking you to confirm you would
like to save and publish the report will appear. Click
the blue Save button to confirm and close the popup or Cancel to close the pop-up without saving the
report. Saving will bring you back to the overview for
the report you just edited.

Edit a Combined Entity Report
To edit an existing combined entity
report (if you have permission to do
so):
•

•

On the Reports Dashboard, click on the arrow located on the blue View
Report button across from the combined entity report you wish to edit
in the list of reports.
Click the Edit option that appears in the dropdown menu.

[Note: If you happen to be in the report already looking at the data,
you will also see a blue Edit Report button at the top of the report.]
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•

You will be directed to the Create Columns page.
Here you can create a new report column by clicking
the green Create Report Column button at the top of
the page to produce the Create Column sidebar.
Enter a name for the new report column into the
Column Name field and select a data type from the
Data Type dropdown menu.

[Note: You are only able to select data types that are
used in each entity appearing in the report (e.g. If there are three entities in the combined
entity report and all three have the Location data type, you will see Location as a data type
option in the dropdown. If only two of the three entities possess a Location data type, the
option will not be available in the dropdown.]
[Note: In the next step of the column creation process you will be asked to choose which fields
from the entities (columns) will be reflected in the new column. The information from the
chosen entity fields will appear in the report under this new report column name.]
•

Click the green Create Column button to open the Edit Column sidebar or click Cancel to
close the sidebar without adding the new column. In the
sidebar, you can select the entity fields (columns) to include in
the new report column by clicking the checkmarks next to
options in the Available Columns to add them to the Selected
Columns. All entity fields (columns) in the Selected Columns
section will be amalgamated into the single report column once
the column is created/saved.

[Note: If only the entity names are visible in the Available Columns
section of the sidebar, this means there are no available entity fields (columns) to choose from.]
•
•
•

•

Remove options from the Selected Columns section by clicking the “X” button.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to save your changes or click Cancel
to close the sidebar without saving any changes.
Edit an existing report column by clicking the pen icon located across
from the column name, which will open
the Edit Column sidebar. Edit the column
name by entering new text in the Column
Name field provided.
Edit the report columns by clicking the checkmarks next to options in the Available Columns
to add them to the Selected Columns. All entity fields (columns) in the Selected Columns
section will be amalgamated into the single report column once the column is
created/saved.
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[Note: If only the entity names are visible in the Available Columns section of the sidebar, this
means there are no available entity fields (columns) to choose from using the chosen data
type.]
•
•

•

•

•

•

Remove columns by clicking the “X” button.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to save
your changes or click Cancel to close the sidebar without saving
any changes.
Delete a report column by clicking the “X” button
located across from the column name. A pop-up
window will appear asking you to confirm the
deletion. Check off the box in the pop-up and click
the red Delete button to confirm the column
deletion or click Cancel to close the window without
deleting the report field.
Click the black Next button at the bottom of the
screen to proceed to the preview page of the report.
Here the screen is split into two halves: the left side
shows a preview of what the report will look like and the right side is where you can make
more modifications to the information appearing in the report.
Looking to the right-hand side of the screen, you will see two sections with fields to
configure with regard to the combined report: Settings and Filter. This page is the same as
the Edit a Single Entity Report section except there is no Columns section.
Click the black Complete button at the bottom
left of the screen to save and publish the
report. A pop-up will ask you to confirm the
action. Click the blue Save button to confirm
and close the pop-up or
Cancel to close the window
without saving your
changes.

Delete Reports
To delete a report, locate the checkbox found to the
left of any report names in your list of reports.
Upon clicking this checkbox (or multiple if you wish to
delete multiple reports), a red Delete Report(s)
button will appear at the top of the list of reports,
next to the green Create New Report button. Clicking
this button will produce a pop-up window asking you
to confirm the deletion. Check the checkbox in this
pop-up and then the red Delete button to complete
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the process and close the pop-up window or click the gray Cancel button to close the window
without deleting the report(s).

Single Entity Report Setup
A single entity report is a custom report containing select information
from the fields of only one blueprint entity.
To set up a custom report using only one entity:
•
•
•

•

•

•

Click the green Create New Report button to open the Create New Report sidebar from the
right side of your screen.
In the sidebar, the first field is the Name field where you must enter the name for the new
report.
The second option in the sidebar is a dropdown
menu to choose which entity to create the report
for. Select one entity from this list.
Click the green Create Report button at the
bottom of the sidebar to proceed to the next part
of the report setup process or click Cancel to close
the sidebar without creating a new report.
After clicking the green Create Report button you
will be directed to the Report Preview page. Here
the screen is split into two halves: the left side
shows a preview of what the report will look like
and the right side is where you can modify what information
appears in the report.
Looking to the right-hand side of the screen, you will see
three sections to configure for your report: Settings, Columns, and Filter.

Settings
The first section of the Edit Report sidebar is the Settings section where you can configure the
report name.
Click the Name field to modify the name given to the report when it was first created.
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Columns
The second section of the Edit Report sidebar is the Columns section where you can determine
which data columns (entity fields) will appear in your report. This section is divided into two
parts: Selected Columns and Available Columns. The available columns are the fields in the
entity that can be selected to form columns in the blueprint report.
To choose the columns that will appear in your report:
•

Click the checkmark located
beside the desired field
options in the Available
Columns and they will be
added to the Selected
Columns section above.

[Note: Any column with the
Name data type will automatically
be placed into the Selected
Columns section but can be
removed.]
[Note: If only the entity name is visible in the Available Columns section of the sidebar, this
means there are no available entity fields (columns) to choose from.]
•

•

•

To remove a column from the Selected Columns section, click the “X” button to the far right
of the column name, which will move the deleted column back to the list of available
columns.
To edit the name of a column once it has been added to the list of selected columns, locate
the pen icon found to the left of the “X.” A pop-up window will appear where you can modify
the name of the column if desired. Click the
blue OK button at the bottom of the window to
save your settings or click the Cancel button to
close the pop-up without changing the column
name.
Reorder the selected columns by clicking the
three vertical dots on the left of the column
name and dragging it to the desired position.

Filter
The last section of the Edit Report sidebar is the Filter section where you can set conditions for
what specific information will appear in your report.
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To set your report filter:
•

•

•

•

•

First, you will see three fields in the
Filter section where you can set up a
filter.
In the first field, choose the field
name to use to filter the records in
the report. Field names vary
depending on the entity used to
create the report. They are the names
of the fields that are included in the blueprint entity, along with Date Modified and Date
Created options. Choose your desired field by clicking on the option in the dropdown.
In the second field, choose the comparison parameter the system will use when filtering
the report’s records. There are 21 various options in this dropdown depending on the field
name chosen: is, is not, is equal to, is not equal to, is empty, is not empty, contains, does not
contain, greater than, less than, greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, within the
past, within the next, starts with, ends with, is any of, is none of, yes, no, or has any of.
In the third field (if available depending on the field name and comparison parameter you
chose – for example if you chose either the “is empty” or “is not empty” comparison
parameter), input the value you wish the system to look for when filtering the records
appearing in your report. Type your desired value into this field or choose from the
available dropdown menu depending on the case.
Create additional filters for the report’s records by clicking either the blue And or Or
buttons, which will cause the system to show records that meet the criteria of all your filters
(if All is selected) or at least one of them if Or is selected).

[Note: You can create elaborate filters by creating multiple filter sets the
system must adhere to. For example, you can create multiple And options within one filter set;
then select Or and create an additional filter set with more And options. Repeat as necessary.]
•

Click the blue Preview Settings button located at the bottom right side of the sidebar to load
a preview of what the filtered report will look like
on the left-hand side of your screen. If you are
satisfied with the filtered report,
click the Complete button at the
bottom right of your page to bring
up a pop-up asking you to save your report. Click
Save to complete the report setup process
and return to the Reports Dashboard or Cancel
to return to the setup screen.
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Combined Entity Report Setup
A combined entity report is a custom report containing information
from select fields of more than one entity that possess similar data.
To set up a custom report using multiple entities:
•
•

•

•

•

Click on the green Create New Report button to open a
sidebar on the right side of your screen.
In the sidebar, the first field you will see is the Name
field, where you must enter the name for the
new report.
The second field in the sidebar is a dropdown menu to
choose which entities to create the report for. Select
multiple entities from this list and they will appear in a
section below the dropdown field. To deselect an
entity, click the ”X” button to the right of the entity
name in the section.
Click the green Create Report button at the bottom of the
sidebar to proceed to the next part of the report setup
process or click Cancel to close the sidebar without creating a
new report.
After clicking the green Create Report button you will be directed to the Create Columns
page where you must create the data columns that will appear
in the report. A Name column is automatically created but can
be deleted or edited if desired. Clicking the green Create Report
Column button on this page will cause a sidebar to appear at the right of the screen with
two fields.

[Note: A report column is essentially an amalgamation of “like” fields belonging to each of the
entities selected. A new column must be created to house the data from each of these fields
and keep it all together. Refer to the Columns section above for more information.]
•

•

The first column field in this sidebar is where you
must input the name of the new column being
created. Type your desired column name into the
textbox provided.
In the second field, choose a data type for the
column. Select a data type from the options available
in this field’s dropdown menu. Depending on the
data type selected, further fields may appear in the
sidebar to configure. Refer to the Add a New Field
section for more information about data types and additional fields.
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[Note: The only data types that will be available in the dropdown menu are data types that
appear in each of the entities chosen to make up this report. Essentially you can only combine
“like” items into the new column. For example, if all chosen entities contain a date and time field
using the Date and Time data type in their blueprint entity, then this data type will appear in the
dropdown. However, if only one of the entities contains a Dropdown field, then the Dropdown
data type will not be available for selection in the Create Column sidebar’s data type
dropdown.]
[Note: In order for the Dropdown data type to be available for selection in this field, all chosen
entities must possess the same dropdown menu in their blueprint (e.g. A Status dropdown
with Operational, Degraded, and Closed for options).]
•

Click the green Create Column button at the bottom of the
sidebar to create your new report column or click Cancel to
close the sidebar without creating a new column. If you created the column, a new Edit
Column sidebar will appear where you can merge similar columns belonging to each entity
into the newly-created custom report column.

•

Click the check marks next to the
names of the columns from each of
the chosen entity fields that best
match the custom column you created
from the Available Columns section to
add them to the Selected Columns
section above it in the sidebar. The
available columns are essentially the
fields in the entities with the chosen
data type that can be selected to form
columns in the blueprint report.

[Note: For example, if you are combining
two entities into one report and each have
some variation on the naming of the Date and Time field (Date and Time, Date/Time), you can
consolidate them into the common custom-created column by clicking the checkmarks next to
each of the column names from the Available Columns list to the Selected Columns list.]
[Note: To be able to create the new report column, you must select an available column from
every entity included in the report to be in the Selected Columns section.]
•

Once you have selected your entity fields (columns) to be amalgamated into the custom
report column, click the blue Save button at the bottom of the screen to
save your changes. Or click Cancel to close the sidebar without sidebar
without saving any changes.
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•

Create as many custom report columns as you would like to include in the combined report
in this way. Delete a created column by clicking the “X” button located to the right of the
given column name and edit any created column by clicking the button with the pen image.
Refer to the Edit a Combined Entity Report section for more information.

[Note: The Name column is automatically added to your combined
report. Click the button with the pen image to open up the Edit
column sidebar where you can ensure the correct fields have been selected from each entity.]
•

•

•

Once you are satisfied with the custom report columns, click the Next
button at the bottom right of your screen to proceed to the Report Preview
page. Here the screen is split into two halves: the left side shows a preview
of what the report will look like and the right side is where you can modify what
information appears in the report.
Looking to the right-hand side of the screen, you will see two sections with fields to
configure with regard to the combined report: Settings and Filter. This page is the same as
the Edit Report page for a single entity report except there is no Columns section and there
is a blue Apply Settings button in place of the blue Preview button that appears in the single
entity report setup. The Apply Settings button acts the same way as the Preview button,
showing you what the filtered report will look like. Refer to the Single Entity Report Setup
section to learn more.
If you are satisfied with the filtered report,
click the Complete button at the bottom
right of your page to bring up a pop-up
asking you to save your
report. Click Save to
complete the report setup
process and return to the Reports
Dashboard or Cancel to return to the setup
screen.

Blueprints Widgets
You can add Blueprint reports to your custom or event dashboards
in Command Hub. Command Hub is the main operations dashboard
interface of the application used to view reports from all
communications sent and received pertaining to specific incidents all in one place. For example,
if you had separate reports for multiple entities, and all these reports needed to be monitored
in relation to a single event, having each of these reports on a single Command Hub dashboard
allows you to monitor them concurrently without having to switch back and forth between the
various reports in the Blueprints application. Refer to the SimplyCast Command Hub & Event User
Guide to learn more about this application.
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Proceed to the Command Hub Dashboard by clicking the logo at the top left of the screen and
then click the blue Add Widgets button at the top right of the screen to add a report to a
Command Hub dashboard.
There are three different types of Blueprints
widgets you can add to your dashboard:
•
•
•

Blueprint Quick Report
Blueprint Reporting
Blueprint Form

Blueprint Quick Report Widget
After accessing Command Hub by clicking the logo at the top left corner of the screen, select
the custom or event dashboard you want to add a widget to using the gear button underneath
the logo at the top left of the screen. Refer to the SimplyCast Command Hub & Event User Guide
for more information about the various Command Hub dashboards.
Click the blue Add Widgets button at the top right to be directed to the
Add Widgets screen. The first Blueprints widget you will see on the Add
Widgets screen is the Blueprint Quick Report widget. This widget allows
you create a quick, on-the-fly report for one blueprint entity that will be
displayed on your dashboard
and updated automatically
whenever a change is made
either automatically or
manually to a record. The
report will show all available
fields for that entity and the information for all
records belonging to the entity. Hover over this
widget and select the Add to Dashboard button that
appears to open a sidebar. In this sidebar, select a name for the new widget and choose a
blueprint entity to use in the quick report.
Once you choose a blueprint entity for the report, more options will appear in the sidebar. The
first two fields allow you to choose the blueprint forms to use to create new records or update
existing records using the
blueprint entity. By default, the
“Autogenerated Form” that was
created upon the entity creation
will be selected for each option.
However, if you created any
custom blueprint forms for the
entity, they will appear in the
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dropdown field for either option. Refer to the Create a New Form section for more information
about forms.
Below the form selection fields is where you can select which of the entity’s fields you wish to
appear in the blueprint quick report. Check off the fields you would like to display.
[Note: The Name field is automatically checked off and cannot be deselected.]
The last section in the quick report creation is the Filter section where you can determine which
records you want to be displayed in the report by creating a set of conditions to apply to all the
records for that entity.
To set your quick report filter:
•
•

•

•

•

First, you will see three fields in the Filter section where you can set up a filter.
In the first field, choose the field name to use to filter the records in the report. Field names
vary depending on the entity used to create the report. They are the names of the fields
that are included in the blueprint entity, along with Date Modified and Date Created
options. Choose your desired field by clicking on the option in the dropdown.
In the second field, choose the
comparison parameter the system
will use when filtering the report’s
records. There are 21 various
options in this dropdown depending
on the field name chosen: is, is not,
is equal to, is not equal to, is empty,
is not empty, contains, does not
contain, greater than, less than,
greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, within the past, within the next, starts with,
ends with, is any of, is none of, yes, no, or has any of.
In the third field (if available depending on the field name and comparison parameter you
chose – for example if you chose either the “is empty” or “is not empty” comparison
parameter), input the value you wish the system to look for when filtering the records
appearing in your report. Type your desired value into this field or choose from the
available dropdown menu depending on the case.
Create additional filters for the report’s records by clicking either the blue And or Or
buttons, which will cause the system to show records that meet the criteria of all your filters
(if All is selected) or at least one of them if Or is selected).

[Note: You can create elaborate filters by creating multiple filter sets the system must adhere
to. For example, you can create multiple And options within one filter set; then select Or and
create an additional filter set with more And options. Repeat as necessary.]
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Once you have created the quick report to your specifications, click the blue Add to Dashboard
button at the bottom of the sidebar to close the sidebar and add the Blueprint Quick Report
widget to the Command Hub dashboard you were on when
you clicked the blue Add Widgets button. Or, click Cancel to
close the sidebar without adding the widget. Refer to the
SimplyCast Command Hub & Event User Guide to learn more about how to set up a quick report.
[Note: You can only select one entity per Blueprint Quick Report widget. For reports with more
than entity, use the Reports feature in the Blueprints application to create the report and select
it using the Blueprint Reporting widget.]

Blueprint Reporting Widget
After accessing Command Hub by clicking the logo at the top left corner of
the screen, select the custom or event dashboard you want to add a widget
to using the gear button underneath the logo at the top left of the screen.
Refer to the SimplyCast Command Hub & Event User Guide for more
information about the various Command Hub dashboards.
Click the blue Add Widgets button at the top right to be directed to the Add Widgets screen. The
second Blueprints widget you will see after accessing the Add Widgets screen is the Blueprint
Reporting widget. This widget allows you to select a single or combined entity report already
created in the Reports section in the Blueprints
application to be displayed on your dashboard. When this
option is selected by hovering over the widget and clicking
the Add to Dashboard button that appears, a sidebar will
be brought up asking you to choose which report to
display on the Command Hub Dashboard.
Select the report to add from the dropdown menu
available. Once you have made a selection, an
Update Form field will appear allowing you to
choose the form you wish to use to update existing
records using the blueprint entity. By default, the
“Autogenerated Form” that was created upon the entity
creation will be selected. However, if you created any
custom update forms for the entity, they will appear in the dropdown field. Refer to the Create a
New Form section for more information about forms.
Click the blue Add to Dashboard button to add the report to the Command Hub dashboard you
were on when you clicked the blue Add Widgets button. Or, click Cancel to close the sidebar
without adding the widget.
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Blueprint Form Widget
After accessing Command Hub by clicking the logo at the top left corner
of the screen, select the custom or event dashboard you want to add a
widget to using the gear button underneath the logo at the top left of the
screen. Refer to the SimplyCast Command Hub & Event User Guide for
more information about the various Command Hub dashboards.
Click the blue Add Widgets button at the top right to be directed to the
Add Widgets screen. The third Blueprints widget you will see
after accessing the Add Widgets screen is the Blueprint Form
widget. This widget allows you to select a pre-created
blueprint form to be displayed on your dashboard in order to
facilitate the creation of new records for a chosen entity.
When this option is selected by hovering over the widget and
clicking the Add to Dashboard button that appears, a sidebar
will be brought up asking you to name the new form widget.
Enter the name into the field provided.
In the sidebar’s second field, choose the blueprint entity whose form you wish to display on the
Command Hub Dashboard from the dropdown menu provided. Once you have selected an
entity, the Create Form field will appear. By default, the “Autogenerated Form” that was created
upon the entity creation will be selected. However, if you created any custom forms for creating
a new record for the entity, they will appear in the
dropdown field. Refer to the Create a New Form section
for more information about forms.

The Map
To access the SimplyCast Map, locate the top black bar on your screen
and click on the Applications menu. A dropdown menu will appear
where you can choose Map among the options. You will be directed
to the Map interface (centered on your current geographical location)
where you have the ability to create new regions, add new points of
interest, and manage them by monitoring the icons as they change color.
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Once on the Map interface you can:

Determine an Area to View
To navigate the Map to find a specific
area:
•

•
•
•

Make sure the arrow button at the top of
the vertical menu of blue buttons on the
left-hand side of your page is selected (it
will appear darker than the others when
chosen).
Click and drag your mouse to scroll over to different areas of the map. More of the map will
become visible as you scroll to the edges of your screen.
Zoom in on a specific area of the map by finding the small blue “+” button at the
bottom left-hand side of your screen.
Zoom out on the area by clicking the blue “–” button located
beside the “+” button.

[Note: You can also use the scroll wheel on
your mouse to zoom in and out of the map.]
•

Clicking your mouse anywhere on the map
will bring up a pop-up showing you the
address of where you clicked as well as
quick links for the Get Directions and Points of Interest actions. Clicking any of these links
will bring up the corresponding sidebars. Refer to the Get Directions and Create a Point of
Interest sections for more information about these respective actions.

Measure Distances
The measuring tool available in the map allows you to measure distances of regions or between
locations.
To measure a distance:

•

Locate the blue measuring tool button in the menu on the left of the map.
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•
•

•

•
•

•

Clicking this button will produce a message with instructions on how to use the tool. Click
the “X” button at the top left of the message to close it.
A blue dot will appear at the end of your cursor. Click
the mouse on the point on the map to begin the
measurement.
Move the mouse to see the measurement appear in a
white box and increase in kilometers the further the
mouse moves away from the initial point.
Click the mouse again to change the direction of the
measurement. Do this as many times as needed.
Double click the mouse to complete the measurement. The blue
line will turn black and the white box with the measurement will
remain next to the measurement.
To delete a measurement, click the blue “X” button at the top of
the white box containing the measurement.

Create a Point of Interest
A point of interest is a singular spot on the map that has a particular significance. Points
of interest would be classified the same as a “record” but are added via the map. A point
of interest refers to a particular occurrence of an entity, such as a specific hospital within
a Healthcare Center entity.
To create a new point of interest:
•
•

•

Locate the vertical menu of blue buttons on the lefthand side of your screen.
Click the middle button, which will allow you to create
a new point of interest (the button will appear darker
when selected).
When the button is selected, a blue dot will appear at the end of your mouse that will turn
yellow when you click the place on the map where you would like the point of interest to be
placed.
[Note: You can also use the navigation tool (the arrow
button in the list) to select a location to create a new
point of interest. Selecting a location on the map will
show you the address for the location and gives you a
link to click to create a new point of interest.]
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•

•

After selecting a location, a sidebar will open on the right side of your screen with a
dropdown menu to select the entity type of the point of interest you are creating. When you
click on your chosen entity type, the entity
template will appear in the sidebar where
you can use it to fill in the relevant
information regarding your new point of
interest.
Once you have completed filling in the entity for your point of interest, click the blue Save
button at the bottom of the sidebar to save the new point of
interest as a new record in that blueprint entity that will appear
in any reports created using the entity. Or, click the Cancel
button to close the sidebar without creating the new point of interest.

Edit/Delete a Point of Interest
To edit a point of interest you have created or have permission to modify:
•
•
•

Click on the point of interest you would like to edit and a pop-up will appear with an Edit
option. Clicking Edit will open the Edit Record sidebar to the right of your screen.
Modify the information fields appearing in the sidebar as desired.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to save your changes or click Cancel
to close the sidebar without making any changes to the point of interest.

To delete a point of interest you have created or have permission to modify:
•
•

Click on the point of interest you would like to delete and the Edit Record sidebar
will open to the right of your screen.
In the sidebar you will see a red trashcan
button located next to the Entity Name field.
Click this button to cause a pop-up to appear
where you are asked to confirm the deletion of
the point of interest. Check off the checkbox in
the pop-up and click the red Delete button to
delete the point of interest or click the
gray Cancel button to close the pop-up without
deleting the point of interest.

Draw a New Region
This option allows you to create a new region on the map either using the polygon or circle
region creation tools.
To create a new polygon region on the Map:
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•
•
•

•

Determine the area on the map where you would like to create your region.
Click the blue polygon button on the left side of your screen, which will activate a blue dot at
the end of your mouse.
Click on the map where you would like to begin
drawing the region and a point will be marked.
When you move your mouse, a line will extend
from the first point you clicked on the map.
Continue to click your mouse to create more
points on the map until you come back to the
original point, creating a new filled-in region.

[Note: You can also double click your mouse to
complete a polygon region. A final line will
automatically be created from the last endpoint to the initial start point.]
To create a new circle region on the map:
•
•

•

Select the circle region button from the menu of
buttons on the left side of the map.
Click on a location of the map that will be the
epicenter of the new region and move your mouse
outwards to determine the radius of the region (the
distance in kilometers will appear at the top of the
map).
Click your mouse again when the region is the desired
size and the region will lock in place.

Once the region is filled in using either
method, a new sidebar will appear
asking you to choose an entity to
associate with the region from the
Entity dropdown menu. If there are no entities available, you will have to create a new entity in
the Blueprints module. Refer to the Create a New Blueprint Entity section for more information
on how to create a new entity.
[Note: In order for it to appear on the map, the entity selected for the newly created region
must have a Map Region data type. By default, you will only be shown entities that possess a
Map Region data type field.]
If you are able to choose an entity, you may see other fields appear below the Entity field in this
sidebar. Fill out these fields as necessary with information pertaining to the new region and
click the blue Save button to save the region, or the Cancel button to close the sidebar without
saving your region.
When you have finished creating and naming your region you may see another pop-up appear
if the entity layer on the map has been hidden from view asking if you would like to show the
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layer. If you see this pop-up and wish to view the map layer with the new entity, click the blue
OK button.

Edit/Move a Region
To edit a created region:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Click on the region you would like to edit and a pop-up
will appear with an Edit option. Clicking this option will
open the Edit Record sidebar.
When the Edit Record sidebar is open, hover your
mouse over one of the region’s borders and a blue dot
will appear at the end of your mouse showing that the
region can be altered.
Click, hold, and drag the region’s border to a new
location on the map.
Repeat as necessary to the region’s various borders
until you are satisfied with the region’s shape.
Edit the content of any fields appearing in the Edit
Region sidebar on the right of your screen.
Choose an outline or fill color for the region using the
two dropdown menus at the bottom of the Edit region
sidebar and determine the
opacity of the region using the
available slider. Click the Reset
to Default button next to either
of these dropdown menus to
reset the region to the original
black outline with a
transparent inside.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to save the region or Cancel to close
the sidebar without saving any changes.

To move a region to a different location on the Map:
•
•
•

Click on the region you would like to move and a pop-up will appear with an Edit option.
Clicking this option will open the Edit Record sidebar.
Once the sidebar is open, you can click anywhere within the region’s borders, hold and drag
the region to a new location on the map.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar to save the
region or Cancel to close the sidebar without saving any changes.
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Delete a Region
To delete a region you have created or have permission to modify:
•

•

Click on the region you would like to delete and a pop-up will appear with an Edit
option. Clicking this option will open the Edit
Record sidebar.
In the Edit Record sidebar, you will see a red
trashcan button located next to the Entity
Name field. Click this button to cause a pop-up
to appear where you are asked to confirm the
deletion of the element. Check off the checkbox
in the pop-up and click the red Delete button to
delete the region or click the gray Cancel button
to close the pop-up without deleting the region.

Search for an Address
You can look up the address of a specific location on the map.
To do so:
•
•

•

•

•
•

Locate the blue Search Addresses button in the menu of buttons on the right side of
the map (the magnifying glass icon).
Clicking this button will open a sidebar with a Search Address field. Type the address to
search for in this field and
click the blue magnifying glass
button beside the field to
initiate the search.
Select the correct location
from the results appearing
below the Search Address
field. Click the blue View button next to the correct address to
have the Map focus in on the chosen location.
To create a new point of interest for the chosen address, click
the arrow button on the left of the blue View button and select
the Create a New Point of Interest option from the dropdown
menu that appears. Refer to the Create a Point of Interest section to learn how to complete
the setup.
To clear the current address, click the blue button with a Cancel symbol on it
next to the magnifying glass button.
To close the sidebar, click the gray Close button at the bottom of the sidebar.
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Get Directions
You can obtain directions from one location to another, or from one point of interest to
another.
To do this:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Locate the blue Get Directions button in the
menu of buttons on the right side of the map.
Clicking this button will produce a sidebar with
two field sets in it: a “From” address field set and
a “To” address field set.
In the “From” field set, you can enter the desired
starting address by typing in the textbox. Or, you
can select one of the available records (if there
are any created) from the dropdown menu in this
field. Typing an address in this field will
produce a dropdown of available matches
to the typed text. Select the correct option
from this menu. A red circle with an “A”
will appear on the map to indicate the
starting location.
Reveal the location’s coordinates by
clicking the Show Coordinates link below the “From” address field set.
In the “To” address field set below the first field set, repeat the location selection process by
either typing an address in the field or selecting a record from the available dropdown
menu.
Once you have your starting and end points identified, click the blue Go button below the
two field sets to cause the Map to mark a route

between these two points.
When the route has been mapped on the map,
directions will appear in the sidebar below the blue Go
button. The total distance between the two points and
the estimated travel time will also appear here.
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•

•

Reverse the directions for the two locations so the To and From locations are
switched in the fields by clicking the blue button with the up and down arrows
between the two field sets.
To clear one of the endpoints of the mapped route, click
the Clear button at the top right of either the To or From
field sets. To clear the entire mapped route, click the gray
Clear All button next to the blue Go button in the sidebar.

Manage Entity Layers
When you have multiple entities, each with several records displayed on the map, the map
interface can get cluttered with all of the icons. To minimize this clutter, you are able to filter
which entities are shown on the map at any given time. Keep in mind, only entities with a
Location field or a Map Region field can be displayed on the map.
To show/hide entity layers on the Map:
•
•

•

Click on the blue Manage Layers button displaying a layered diamond image
that appears in the vertical menu on the left side of the screen.
A sidebar will appear from the right of your screen where you can select and filter
your entity layers. At the top of this sidebar is a Show All Layers toggle button you
can use to show all available entity layers on the map at once. Slide the toggle to
the right side so that it appears green and click the Close button to close the
sidebar. To pick and choose which layers are visible, ensure the toggle is slid to the
left and colored red.
Below the Show All Layers toggle is a list of all available entity
layers. To show an individual layer, click on the blue downwardfacing arrow button to the right of the layers you wish to show and a
dropdown menu will appear where you can choose to show the selected
layer. To hide an individual layer, repeat this process and select the Hide
option that will be visible.

To filter an entity layer to only show specific records on the map:
•
•
•

Click on the blue downward-facing arrow button next to the entity layer you wish to filter
and select the Filter option from the dropdown that appears.
In this sidebar you will see three fields where you can set up a filter to display only specific
records of the entity.
In the first field you are able to choose the field name by which you would like to filter the
records of the entity. Choose your desired field by clicking on the option in the dropdown.
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•

•

•

•

•

In the second field, choose
the comparison parameter
that you would like the
system to use when
filtering the entity’s records.
There are 19 various options
in this dropdown: is, is not, is
empty, is not empty, contains,
does not contain, greater
than, less than, greater than
or equal to, less than or equal to, within the past, within the next, starts with, ends with, is
any of, is none of, yes, no, or has any of. The availability of each of these options depends
on the entity field you selected in the first field and the fields within it.
In the third field (if available depending on the field name and comparison parameter you
chose), you must input the value you wish the system to look for when filtering the entity
records. Type your desired value into this field or choose from the available dropdown
depending on the case.
Create additional filters for your records by clicking either the blue And or Or buttons, which
will cause the system to show records that meet the criteria of all of your filters or at least
one of them.
If you are satisfied with your filtered layer, choose another layer to configure from the
Select Layer dropdown in the sidebar, or click the blue Save button at the bottom right of
the sidebar to save your filter.
Click Cancel to close the sidebar without saving the filter(s).

Add External Layers to the Map
If you have a specific map layer in an external mapping system you would like to import into
the SimplyCast Map interface, you can do this by adding an external layer to the SimplyCast
Map.
[Note: An external mapping layer adds additional information on top of the basemap, such as
locations of all recorded streetlamps, post boxes, or vehicles whereas basemaps (explained in
more detail in Change the Basemap section) change the look of the mapping interface (e.g. street
view versus terrain view).]
To import an external map layer:
•

Locate the blue Manage Layers button in the menu on the
right side of the SimplyCast Map.
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•

•

Clicking this button will open a sidebar with the list of layers you
can select and filter. Click the blue Add New External Layer button
found at the bottom of this sidebar to produce a new sidebar with
new options.
The first field in the Create External Layer sidebar is the Type
dropdown menu, where you must choose what kind of map layer
you wish to import. Make your selection from the dropdown menu.
The default options are an ArcGIS Feature Layer or a KML layer:
>

>

•
•

ArcGIS Feature Layer: A third-party map layer from ArcGIS’s (a
geographic information system from Esri) selection of available
layers. You will need an existing subscription to ArcGIS/Esri for this option.
KML (Keyhole Markup Language): A file format that can be used to upload map layers
from third-party sources, including open-sourced content. You may need an existing
subscription to the third party for this option.

Add a name for the new map layer in the Name field. This is a mandatory field.
Next, add the URL for the map layer you wish to import. Or select the KML file from your
device to upload by clicking the blue Upload button in this field.

[Note: This URL should be made available by the third-party mapping software.
For the ArcGIS Feature Layer you will need a subscription to ArcGIS/Esri to obtain the URL. For
KML files, you may need a subscription to the third-party mapping solution to obtain the URL if
the solution is not open-sourced.]
•

The last two fields in the Create External Layer sidebar allow you to set the minimum and
maximum resolutions for the new map layer, referring to how far the SimplyCast Map will
be able to zoom in and out while still being able to view the layer. Enter a numerical value in
the Minimum and Maximum Resolution fields or use the blue Use Current Zoom Level
buttons to automatically enter the value of the current zoom level on the map into the
corresponding field.
[Note: Use your mouse to scroll in and out of the map to the zoom level you wish
to use, or use the small “+” and “-“ buttons at the bottom left of the map.]

•

To save the new map layer to the SimplyCast Map, click the blue Save button at the bottom
of the sidebar. The map will refresh to show the new layer. It will also be added to the list of
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available layers in the Layers sidebar that can be either shown or hidden as needed.
Alternatively, click the gray Cancel button to close the sidebar without creating the new
layer.

Edit External Map Layer
In the Manage Layers sidebar, you have the option to edit the information provided for any
external map layers you imported to the SimplyCast platform.
To do this:
•
•
•

•
•

In the sidebar, click the blue arrow button located to the right of the
external map layer you wish to edit.
Select the Edit option that appears.
The Edit External Map Layer sidebar will appear where you can edit the
layer’s type, name, URL, as well as the minimum and maximum
resolution.
Click the blue Preview Layer button to see what your changes will look
like.
Once you are satisfied with your edits, click the blue Save button at
the bottom of the sidebar to save your changes, or click Cancel to
close the sidebar without making any changes to the map layer.

Share External Map Layer
In the Manage Layers sidebar, you are able to share any external map layers with other users,
accounts, and groups within your account network.
To do this:
•

•
•

In the sidebar, click the blue arrow button
located to the right of the external map
layer you wish to share.
Select the Share option that appears.
The Share sidebar will open where you can
determine with whom you wish to share the
external map layer. Refer to the Share Records section for more information about the
options in this sidebar.
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Delete External Map Layer
In the Manage Layers sidebar, you are able to delete any external map layers
you have imported into the SimplyCast Map.
To do this:
•
•
•
•

In the sidebar, click the blue arrow button located to the right of the
external map layer you wish to delete.
Select the Delete option that appears.
A pop-up window will appear where you are asked
to confirm the deletion of the external map layer.
Check off the box in the pop-up and click the red
Delete button to confirm the deletion, or click
Cancel to close the pop-up without deleting the
external map layer.

Configure Map Settings
You can configure the settings for the basemap appearing on the SimplyCast Map. To access
the Map Settings sidebar, find and click the blue gear button in the menu on the right side of
the map.
Once in the sidebar, you can:

Change the Basemap
When you first enter the SimplyCast Map application,
you will see the default basemap. You can change
this basemap in Map Settings sidebar. Clicking the
dropdown menu in the Basemap field will produce
the Default basemap as well as options for any
additional basemaps you may have added. Make your selection and click the blue Save button
at the bottom of the sidebar to save the new settings.
[Note: If you have not yet added any additional basemaps, you will
only see the Default option in this dropdown.]
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Change the Map’s Default Center Point
The second field set in the Map Settings sidebar is where you can determine where the
SimplyCast Map will open to upon entering the application.
Change the map’s default focal point by entering in the latitude and longitude coordinates of
your desired location. Then,
click the blue target button
to the right of these fields to
set the location as the map’s
default center.
Click the blue Save button at the bottom of the Map Settings sidebar
to save your settings, or click Cancel to close the sidebar without
changing the map’s default center point.

Add a New Basemap
Rather than using the default basemap design, you can add a new
basemap from another mapping software.
[Note: A basemap changes the look of the mapping interface (e.g. street view versus terrain
view) whereas an external mapping layer adds additional information on top of the basemap,
such as locations of all recorded streetlamps, post boxes, or vehicles.]
To add a new basemap:
•
•

Find and click the blue Add New Basemap button at the bottom of the
sidebar. A new sidebar will appear with two fields.
The first field will ask you to choose the type of basemap you wish to
add. The default options are ArcGIS and HERE (external mapping
software SimplyCast has proven integration capability with). Make your
selection from the dropdown menu that appears when clicking the
field.

ArcGIS Basemap Setup
•
•

If the ArcGIS basemap option is selected from the Type dropdown, one more field will
appear in the sidebar under the initial two.
In the Name field, provide a name for the new basemap. This is a required field.
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•

In the final field, you must enter the URL for the ArcGIS basemap you
want to use. This URL will be provided through your Esri account.

[Note: You must have a valid account with the external mapping software
provider in order to integrate with the SimplyCast Map.]
•

When finished, click the blue Save button to close the sidebar and
create your new basemap. The Map interface will change automatically
to reflect the new basemap.

HERE Basemap Setup
•
•
•

If the HERE basemap option is selected from the Type dropdown, four
more fields will appear in the sidebar under the initial two.
In the Name field, provide a name for the new basemap. This is a
required field.
In the third and fourth fields enter the App ID and the App Code
provided by your HERE account. These are required fields.

[Note: You must have a valid account with the external mapping
software provider in order to integrate with the SimplyCast Map.]
•

•

•

The next field contains a dropdown menu where you can choose what
kind of HERE basemap you would like to use. There are six options to
choose from: Hybrid, Normal, Pedestrian, Satellite, Terrain, and
Transit.
The final field in the Add New Basemap sidebar will ask you to
choose which language to use for the basemap. Make your selection
from the dropdown menu.
When finished, click the blue Save button to close the sidebar and
create your new basemap. The SimplyCast Map interface will
change automatically to reflect the new basemap.

Edit a Basemap
To edit an added basemap:
•

In the Map Settings sidebar, select an available basemap from the dropdown menu
available in the Basemap field.
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•

•
•
•

When a basemap other than the Default basemap is selected, two buttons will appear
below the Basemap field. Click
the blue Edit Selected
Basemap button to bring up
the Edit Basemap sidebar with
the same fields available as
when you added the basemap
to the map. Refer to the setup
section for the relevant basemap option for more information
about how to edit that basemap.
Edit any of these fields as required.
Click the blue Preview button to see what your changes will look like.
If you are satisfied with the changes, click the blue Save button at the bottom of the sidebar
to save the changes to the basemap. Or, click Cancel to close the sidebar without saving
your changes.

Share a Basemap
To share a selected basemap:
•
•

•

In the Map Settings sidebar, select an available basemap from the dropdown menu
available in the Basemap field.
When a basemap other than the Default basemap is selected, two buttons will appear
below the Basemap field. Click the blue Share Selected Basemap button to open the Share
sidebar where you can choose with whom you wish to share the basemap.
Refer to the Share Records section for more information about the options in this sidebar.

Delete a Basemap
To delete an added basemap:
•

•

•
•

In the Map Settings sidebar, select an available
basemap from the dropdown menu available in the
Basemap field.
When a basemap other than the Default basemap
is selected, a red trashcan button will appear next
to the basemap’s name.
Click this button and a pop-up window will appear
asking you to confirm the deletion of the basemap.
Check off the box in the pop-up and then click the red Delete button to complete the
deletion. Click the gray Cancel button to close the window without deleting the basemap.
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